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OPTIMIZATION OF A CATALYTIC CONVERTER FLOW UNIFORMITY 

BY CFD PREDICTION 

 

SUMMARY 

 

In this thesis, exhaust gas flow inside a closed-coupled type catalytic converter, 

which is intended to be used on a EuroIV emissions legislations compliant vehicle, is 

optimized by CFD method applying different inlet cone designs to the catalytic 

converter. First of all; structure, fundamentals and types of catalytic converters are 

given as background information. The key role of exhaust gas flow uniformity on 

closed-coupled catalytic converter design is then explained from different 

perspectives and using various examples. Advantages and fundamentals of CFD 

method usage in gas flow uniformity optimization of catalytic converters are given in 

details. The importance of inlet cone design, which is a part of closed-coupled 

catalytic converter, is emphasized since it determines the gas flow distribution over 

the substrate that is a structure located inside the converter where emissions 

conversion reactions take place. Exhaust gas flow uniformity of the closed-coupled 

catalytic converter is optimized -till uniformity targets which are adopted by major 

automotive manufacturers are achieved- using CFD method by applying different 

inlet cone design iterations. The reason behind why one of the uniformity targets is 

not met and what could be done to meet that target are explained in details. 

Additionally, the closed-coupled catalytic converter with chosen inlet cone design is 

subjected to further engine dynamometer and emissions testing in order to confirm 

that the target which is not met is not detrimental to closed-coupled catalytic 

converter durability and in order to verify that the uniformity results obtained by CFD 

method supports emissions regulations compliancy of the vehicle.  



 xiii

KATALİTİK KONVERTÖRLERDEKİ AKIŞ DAĞILIMININ  

CFD TAHMİNİ METODUYLA OPTİMİZASYONU 

 

ÖZET 

 

Bu tezde, EuroIV emisyon kanunlarına uyumlu olacak bir araçta kullanılması 

düşünülen, bitişik tip (hemen egzoz manifoldu çıkışına konumlandırılmış) katalitik 

konvertör içindeki egzoz gaz akış dağılımı, CFD metodu yardımıyla, katalitik 

konvertöre farklı giriş konu dizaynları uygulanarak, optimize edilmiştir. Öncelikle, 

altyapı teşkil etmesi açısından, katalitik konvertörlerin yapısı, temelleri ve tipleri 

verilmiştir. Egzoz gaz akış dağılımının, bitişik tip katalitik konvertör dizaynı 

üzerindeki önemli rolü, farklı açılardan ve değişik örnekler verilerek ele alınmıştır. 

CFD metodunun, katalitik konvertörlerin, gaz akış dağılımlarının, optimizasyonunda 

kullanılmasının temelleri ve avantajları belirtilmiştir. Daha sonra, bitişik tip katalitik 

konvertörlerin bir parçası olan giriş konunun, dizaynlarının, konvertör içinde yer alan 

ve emisyon çevrim reaksiyonlarının içinde gerçekleştiği tuğla üzerindeki gaz akış 

dağılımını belirlemesi açısından önemi vurgulanmıştır. Sonuç olarak, bitişik tip 

katalitik konvertörün gaz akış dağılımı, önemli otomotiv üreticileri tarafından 

kullanılmakta olan akış dağılım hedefleri tutturuluncaya kadar, farklı giriş konu 

dizayn iterasyonları denenerek, CFD metodu yardımıyla optimize edilmiştir.  

Hedeflerin bir tanesinin neden yakalanamadığı ve yakalanması için neler yapılması 

gerektiği detaylarıyla verilmiştir. Ek olarak, CFD metoduyla belirlenen giriş konu 

dizaynını kullanan bitişik tip katalitik konvertör, motor dinamometresi ve emisyon 

testlerine tabi tutularak, yakalanamayan hedefin, katalitik konvertör yapısı 

dayanımına zararlı olmadığı ve CFD metodu sonuçlarının, aracın emisyon 

kanunlarına uyumunu desteklediği doğrulanmıştır.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, as the automotive industry keeps growing, customer and legal 

expectations from vehicles they manufacture grows in parallel as well. One of the 

major expectations from current and future vehicles is to meet emissions regulations 

which become stricter year by year. As far as emissions concerned, next major 

challenge for automotive manufacturers that are interested in European Market will 

be meeting StageIV (also known as EuroIV) emissions legislations which will be 

effective from 2006 and onwards in countries of European Union. Meeting StageIV 

emissions regulations pushes automotive industry to make deeper researches on 

emissions reduction technologies which can be separated in two groups; engine-out 

emissions and tailpipe emissions. Engine-out emissions can be decreased by 

improving fuel quality, combustion characteristics, and air intake systems or by 

usage of alternative fuels. However, reducing engine-out emissions will not be 

sufficient to meet stringent emissions legislations. Therefore, usage of catalytic 

converters in exhaust systems is mandatory to reduce tailpipe emissions. Catalytic 

converter is part of a vehicle exhaust system which is designed to convert most of 

the environmental pollutants in exhaust gas to unharmful species. The pollutants like 

carbon monoxide, oxides of nitrogen, hydrocarbons and Volatile Organic 

Compounds (VOC) are transformed into nitrogen, carbon dioxide and water vapor 

by chemical reactions in the catalytic converter.  

Amongst catalytic converter types, which will be presented in next chapter, closed-

coupled catalytic converter (CCC) is proven to be an effective way of reducing 

tailpipe emissions as CCC is located as close as possible to exhaust manifold to 

shorten activation time by utilizing high exhaust gas temperature which is required to 

kick off chemical reactions in CCC. In order to achieve highest CCC conversion 

efficiency, the exhaust gas flow across frontal area of CCC must be uniform. 

Nevertheless, CCC can suffer from non-uniform exhaust gas flow across its front 

face since it is located close to exhaust manifold which causes short mixing lengths 

that result in non-uniform exhaust gas flow. Uniformity of exhaust gas flow can be 

measured and optimized by using different techniques such as Hot Wire 
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Anemometry (HWA), Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV), Pitot tubes and 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). 

CFD is relatively cheap and excellent technique of uniformity optimization compared 

to experimental methods as it gives rapid and reliable results during exhaust gas 

flow uniformity optimization across CCC frontal face.  

In this thesis, optimization of flow uniformity of a CCC is investigated in details using 

STAR-CD which is a well-known CFD tool. Aim is to optimize the flow over frontal 

face of substrate by applying different inlet cone designs. CCC under investigation is 

a Diesel Oxidation Catalytic Converter (DOC) which will be used on a StageIV 

emissions compliant commercial vehicle that will be manufactured by a well-known 

automotive manufacturer. Success of the optimization is assessed against criterions 

which are commonly adopted by major automotive manufacturers all over the world.  
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2. THEORY AND BACKGROUND 

In this section, definition of catalytic converter, types of catalytic converters and 

basics of catalytic converter CFD are given in details.   

2.1 Definition and Structure of a Catalytic Converter 

Catalytic converter is a mechanical device that includes an active catalyst which 

provides chemical aftertreatment of pollutants in the vehicle exhaust gas. [7] As 

seen on Figure 2.1 below, catalytic converter systems consist of inlet cone, outlet 

cone, support material, converter shell, coated substrate, support material and 

seals.  

 

Figure 2.1. Catalytic Converter System 

Primary aim of the catalytic converter is to convert pollutants in the exhaust gas 

such as carbon monoxide, oxides of nitrogen, hydrocarbons and Volatile Organic 
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Compounds (VOC) into less environmentally harmful gases such as nitrogen, 

carbon dioxide and water vapor.   

2.1.1 Coated Substrate  

Substrate provides the structural base for washcoat which includes the active 

catalyst material such as Palladium, Rhodium and Platinum which initiates chemical 

reactions that are the essential to transform harmful exhaust gases into less harmful 

ones. Metallic and ceramic types of substrates are available in aftertreatment 

industry. Round and oval types of metallic and ceramic substrates as seen on 

Figure 2.2 below have wide usage in automotive aftreatment industry.  

 

Figure 2.2. Round, Oval Metallic and Ceramic Substrates 

There are two main advantages of metallic substrates over ceramic ones: Flexibility 

of the design and strength. [8] Flexibility of the design leads to have thinner wall 

thicknesses which results in higher cell densities without reducing volume for 

exhaust gas hence resulting in lower pressure drop. [8] Metallic substrates have 

higher thermal and mechanical shock resistance which makes them have good 

strength characteristics. Additional to that, they have also better thermal conductivity 

compared to ceramic substrates which allows thermal energy to dissipate to 

adjacent relatively cooler regions. Despite these two advantages, metallic substrates 

have also some disadvantages such as huge thermal expansion coefficient, which 

results in permanent deformation when exposed to high temperatures and 

mechanical forces, relatively higher cost and weak adhesion between washcoat and 

the substrate surface area. [8] 

Substrates are designed to have high geometric surface area for the exhaust gas to 

pass over in order to combine exhaust gas with catalyst material at high surface 
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area to have maximum conversion efficiency. Therefore substrates consist of cells 

as in honeycomb that are coated with active catalyst material. Goal is to increase 

cell density and decrease wall thickness in order to increase surface area and 

reduce light-off period which is the time needed till 50% emissions conversion 

efficiency is achieved. Cell density is generally given in cells per square inch (CPSI) 

in substrate terminology. Recent substrates have high cell densities as seen on 

Figure 2.3. 

 

Figure 2.3. Substrates with Different Cell Densities 

2.1.2 Support Material  

Support material is the part of the catalytic converter that provides the holding force 

to coated substrate within steel shell. Support material which is placed between 

coated substrate and steel shell is generally made of either wire mesh or mat mount. 

Wire meshes have limited usage in recent catalytic converters; mat mounts are the 

support material types which have relatively wide usage in diesel and gasoline 

applications.  

Mat mounts basically have three different types: Expandable, hybrid and non-

expandable. Expandable types, as can also be anticipated from its name, expand 

using heat of exhaust gas in order to reach to holding force required for coated 
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substrate. Therefore these types can have cold holding issues in diesel applications 

whereas they have wide usage in gasoline applications where exhaust gas 

temperatures are relatively high. Hybrid types have both expandable and non-

expandable layers hence have advantages and disadvantages of both mat mounts. 

Non-expandable types provide required holding force regardless from exhaust gas 

temperature. Therefore these types of mat have very wide usage in diesel 

applications where exhaust gas temperatures are low, particularly on delivery 

vehicles which work on door to door basis. Mat mounts, which can also be seen on 

Figure 2.4, are manufactured by worldwide suppliers such as 3M, Unifrax, and Saffil. 

 

Figure 2.4. Different Types of Mat Mounts 

2.1.3 Seals 

Seal is the part of the catalytic converter that works as a barrier against exhaust gas 

in order to prevent exhaust gas pass over mat mount. Seal is mostly made of wire 

mesh. Primary aim is to block the exhaust pass over from mat mount in order to 

prevent mat mount erosion. Figure 2.5 below shows a typical wire mesh.  

 

Figure 2.5. Wire Mesh Seals 

WIRE MESH 

SEAL 

COATED 

SUBSTRATE 

SHELL 
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2.1.4 Shell 

Shell is the outer case of the catalytic converter that contains internals such as 

seals, mat mount and coated substrate. Typical shells are made of high grade 

stainless steel since service life expectation from recent catalytic converters is at 

least 10 years which means they have to have good corrosion resistance 

characteristics. Thickness of a stainless steel shell seen on Figure 2.5 on previous 

page can vary from 1.2mm to 2mm on a typical catalytic converter depending on 

radiated heat and corrosion resistance requirements.  

2.1.5 Inlet and Outlet Cones 

Inlet and outlet cones are the most critical components of a catalytic converter that 

have major effect on exhaust gas flow inside the converter over the coated 

substrate. Cones determine catalyst flow, thermal distribution, backpressure and 

catalyst efficiency which are essentials of emissions conversion performance of a 

catalytic converter. Inlet cone basically determines how uniform exhaust gas 

distributed over coated substrate. If the exhaust gas is evenly distributed over the 

substrate, chemical reactions occur on more surface area which also means 

emissions conversion efficiency of the catalytic converter will be high. As gas flow 

uniformity is such an important subject in catalytic converter design, this thesis is 

also dedicated to development of a catalytic converter inlet cone design in order to 

reach flow uniformity targets. Figure 2.6 below shows different types of catalytic 

converter inlet cone designs. 

 

Figure 2.6. Catalytic Converter Inlet And Outlet Cones 
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2.2 Catalytic Converter Types 

Catalytic converters can be examined from two different perspectives: Physical 

location on the vehicle and application that they have used on, such as diesel and 

gasoline applications.  In this section, these two perspectives are outlined. 

2.2.1 Catalytic Converter Types from Vehicle Location Perspective 

Catalytic converters can be separated in two major groups from vehicle location 

perspective: Closed-Coupled Catalytic Converters (CCC) and Underfloor Catalytic 

Converters.  Figure 2.7 below shows two types given.  

 

Figure 2.7. Catalytic Converter Types From Vehicle Location Perspective [6] 

Catalytic converter A shown on Figure 2.7 is an underfloor, B is a closed-coupled 

type catalytic converter.  

2.2.1.1. Closed-Coupled Catalytic Converters (CCC) 

Efficiency of a catalytic converter is very low when catalysts substances in the 

washcoat do not reach activation temperatures. One of the most efficient ways of 

decreasing light-off time, which is the time to reach 50% emissions conversion, is to 

place the catalytic converter as close as possible to exhaust manifold. If a catalytic 

converter is placed up to 300mm downstream of the exhaust manifold, it is named 

as closed-coupled catalytic converter (CCC). [9] CCC utilizes from thermal energy of 
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the exhaust gas before it gets colder as exhaust gas gets cooler as it moves 

downstream of the exhaust manifold. [2] The uniform flow distribution over the 

substrate improves the emissions conversion efficiency of the catalytic converter as 

well as the durability of the catalytic converter internals. [6] Although closed-coupled 

catalytic converters have the advantage of short light-off time, they may suffer from 

non-uniform exhaust gas flow distribution over the substrate face as they are located 

very close to the exhaust manifold which means pulsating exhaust gas flow has very 

short mixing length and space before it reaches to substrate. [2] Non-uniform flow 

distributions results in durability problems of catalytic converter internals such as 

substrate or mat mount erosion since peak flow velocity and temperature gradients 

concentrate on single point of substrate. Another non-uniform flow disadvantage is 

emissions conversion efficiency as chemical reactions take place on less surface 

area. This generally results in either failure to meet emissions legislations or waste 

of money due to higher catalyst material usage such as Platinum, Rhodium, and 

Palladium which are too expensive. Consequently, inlet cone design of the closed-

coupled catalytic converter determines how evenly gas flow is distributed on the 

substrate. In other words, inlet cone design of CCC is crucial as it determines 

success of the given CCC. Nevertheless it is very difficult to design the inlet cone of 

CCC since the package provided, which is the space from exhaust manifold outlet to 

substrate inlet, is very short and tight. Figure 2.8 below shows a typical exhaust 

system which has a CCC.  

 

Figure 2.8. VW Golf 2.0L TDI Exhaust with CCC 

Closed-coupled type of catalytic converter usage in automotive industry becomes 

wider day by day since they offer short light-off period, which is highly desired to 
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meet stringent emissions targets of today, and since it is possible to make the CCC 

cost effective as it contains less catalyst material compared to its competitors. 

2.2.1.2. Underfloor Catalytic Converters 

If a catalytic converter is located 300mm and more away from the exhaust manifold, 

it is named as underfloor catalytic converter. The biggest disadvantage of the 

underfloor catalytic converter is the longer light-off period as they cannot use the 

thermal energy of the exhaust gas to heat up quickly since they are placed far away 

from the exhaust manifold where exhaust gas temperatures are relatively lower. On 

the other hand, exhaust gas flow can be made highly uniform since flow has more 

space to get less aggressive till it reaches to underfloor catalytic converter. A typical 

underfloor catalytic converter design is given on Figure 2.9 below.  

 

Figure 2.9. Ford Mondeo 2.0L Underfloor Catalytic Converter 

Another disadvantage of the underfloor catalytic converter is that they can violate 

fragile ground clearance line requirements of the vehicle due to their shell 

diameters. Additional costly protection precautions such as underfloor bars generally 

needs to be developed to protect the converter from mechanical damage which can 

be caused by ground effects such as bumps, pot holes, kerbs, etc.  

Usage of underfloor catalytic converters in automotive industry is getting less due to 

their issues to meet strict emissions regulations of today.  

2.2.2 Catalytic Converter Types from Application Perspective 

There are two major catalytic converter applications used in automotive industry: 

Diesel Oxidation Catalyst (DOC) used on diesel engine applications and Three-Way 

Catalytic Converter (TWC) used on gasoline engine applications.  
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2.2.2.1. Diesel Oxidation Catalysts 

Oxidation catalyst was one of the first aftertreatment devices ever used in 

automotive industry. They were used to remove HC and CO from gasoline engine 

exhaust systems in early 1970s. [9] Nevertheless usage on gasoline engines was 

replaced by TWCs in 1980s as DOCs could not control NOx emissions. The 

comeback of the DOCs happened in early 1990s when diesel powertrain usage, 

particularly on passenger cars, has drastically increased. As the usage of diesel 

powertrains has grown up, need for aftertreatment of diesel exhaust gas was 

therefore inevitable although diesel engines are recognized as low emitters of HC 

and CO. It is not possible to meet strict emissions legislations of today without using 

a DOC although diesel exhaust is relatively cleaner from HC and CO emissions 

perspective. Basic chemical reactions taking place in diesel oxidation catalysts are:  

2CO + O2 → 2CO2        (2.1) 

CxHy + nO2 → xCO2 + mH2O       (2.2) 

Equation 2.1 is the oxidation of carbon monoxide (CO) forming carbon dioxide and 

Equation 2.2 is the oxidation of hydrocarbons (HC) forming carbon dioxide and 

water vapor.  

As far as emissions regulations of EU are concerned, a limit for sum of NOx and HC 

is defined. Diesel aftertreatment of NOx is much more sophisticated, consequently it 

has always been wise to control HC instead by using a DOC. NOx leaves the DOC 

mostly unaffected apart from minor deNOx reactions.  

Another reason for the need for DOCs is Particulate Matter (PM). PM is majorly 

underpinned by soot component or a carbonaceous and a Soluble Organic Fraction 

(SOF) which consists of high molecular weight organic compounds. [9] Although 

DOC is capable to remove some of the SOF, soot passes unaffected since exhaust 

gas temperatures are too low to oxidize the soot.  

Although DOCs are very useful for removal of pollutants from diesel exhaust, there 

are some undesired chemical reactions which take place in DOCs. Sulphur present 

in diesel fuel is oxidized into sulphur dioxide (SO2) during combustion process and 

SO2 is oxidized to SO3 in the DOC and finally SO3 reacts with water molecules 

forming highly undesired sulphuric acid (H2SO4) in tailpipe emissions. In other 

words, higher sulphur content in diesel fuel means higher sulphuric acid in tailpipe 
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emissions. Catalyst washcoat and temperature of the exhaust gas also play 

important role in formation of sulphuric acid. [10] 

Figure 2.10 below shows a CCC type DOC of Fiat Doblo light commercial vehicle. 

 

Figure 2.10. Fiat Doblo 1.3L Multijet DOC 

Key points and issues of a DOC can be summarized as follows: 

• Different types of catalyst material are used depending on the pollutants present in 

the diesel exhaust gas. Mostly, Pt, Pd, Rh, Ni, Fe, CuO, PdO, CoO are used as 

catalyst materials at different rates depending on the application. Platinum (Pt) has a 

wide usage in DOCs. Pt is generally bonded to porous oxide particles such as Al2O3, 

TiO2, and SiO2 which are also called carriers. Amongst these carriers, Al2O3 is 

widely used in DOCs and named as washcoat when it is coated to the substrate 

surface. [10] Figure 2.11 below shows how Pt is bounded to the washcoat.      

 

Figure 2.11. Pt on the Carrier [10] 
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• Emissions conversion efficiency of the DOC increases in relation with exhaust gas 

temperature. As seen on Figure 2.12 below, CO and HC oxidation are very low at 

around 150ºC, efficiency drastically increases at 250ºC when light off is achieved 

and at 300ºC and the efficiency is maximized.  

 

Figure 2.12. Oxidation vs. Efficiency Relationship [10] 

• One of the issues of a DOC is that conversion efficiency for PM is limited by the 

amount of SOF that PM contains. Even if the conversion efficiency of SOF is 100%, 

it does not mean conversion efficiency of PM is 100%. As explained before, sulphur 

in the diesel fuel is converted into SO2 in combustion chamber and SO2 is oxidized 

to sulphate particulates in DOC. As there is no discrimination in emission analysis 

procedure for PM, in other words, as it is the total PM mass considered as a limit, 

advantage of removing SOF is taken away by the addition of sulphate particulates; 

therefore the most important point is how to remove SOF without forming sulphate 

particulates. [9] 

• Today’s diesel engines are generally turbocharged and turbochargers generally 

suffer from turbo-lag which is the lag in the boost that turbocharger provides. The 

turbo-lag causes transiently increased soot emissions and makes PM aftertreatment 

efficiency much lower; therefore turbo-lag needs to be prevented by usage of 

improved turbocharger applications such as Variable Turbine Geometry (VGT) 

turbochargers. 
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2.2.2.2. Three-Way Catalytic Converters 

Three-Way Catalytic Converter (TWC) was first launched in automotive industry in 

early 1980s due to need in NOx emissions control which could not be provided by 

diesel oxidation catalysts. Three basic chemical reactions take place in a TWC. HC 

is oxidized to form CO2 and water vapour, CO is oxidized to form CO2 and NOx is 

reduced to N2 and O2. Conversion of these three major pollutants to less harmful 

species is the reason behind why these types of catalytic converters are called 

three–way catalytic converters (TWC). Chemical reactions that take place in a 

proper TWC are given below [11]:  

2CO + O2 → 2CO2        (2.1) 

CO + H2O → CO2 + H2       (2.3) 

2C3H6 + 9O2 → 6CO2  + 6H2O      (2.4) 

2C3H8 + 5O2 → 3CO2  + 4H2O      (2.5) 

2H2 + O2 → 2H2O        (2.6) 

2NO2 → N2 + 2O2        (2.7) 

2CO + 2NO → N2 + 2CO2       (2.8) 

The chemical reactions given above can effectively occur if only TWC works under 

stoichiometric conditions where air/fuel ratio (A/F) is around 14.7 and which also 

refers to point where stoichiometricity (λ) equals to 1. As seen on Figure 2.13 on 

next page, TWC emissions conversion efficiency is very poor when A/F ratio is not 

around 14.7. This is also the reason why TWCs cannot be used on diesel engines 

where NOx emissions are a major problem; diesel engines operate at lean mixtures 

window where TWC conversion efficiency is very low.  
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Figure 2.13. A/F Ratio vs. TWC Efficiency 

As seen on Figure 2.13 above, during rich operation, where A/F ratio is below 

stoichiometric, CO and HC emissions are at highest levels at the exit of the 

converter as there is no sufficient oxygen; therefore conversion, in other words 

oxidation is not complete resulting in high CO and HC emissions. Nevertheless, NOx 

emissions conversion efficiency of the TWC is very high where stoichiometricity (λ) 

is less then 1. During lean operation, where A/F ratio is above stoichiometric, there 

is sufficient oxygen in conversion process to completely oxidize CO and HC; 

therefore CO and HC emissions conversion efficiency of a TWC is very high. On the 

other hand, NOx emissions conversion efficiency of the TWC is very low resulting in 

high NOx emissions at the exit of the converter. Consequently, TWC needs to 

operate in λ-window given on Figure 2.13, which is the range around the 

stoichiometric value, in order to reach the consensus where the best TWC 

emissions conversion efficiency of all three pollutants is achieved. Operating 

conditions out of λ-window results in very low conversion efficiency for at least one 

pollutant. [12] 

As the TWC only works efficiently in very narrow λ-window, absolute control of this 

narrow band is mandatory to maintain high TWC efficiency. Heated Exhaust Gas 

Oxygen (HEGO) sensors are adopted to control λ-window as seen on Figure 2.14 

on next page.  
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Figure 2.14. Basic Control Mechanism of A/F Ratio [9] 

HEGO sensor is described as a thimble of yttria-doped zirconia structure which 

measures the difference in oxygen partial pressure between exhaust gas and 

ambient air. [11] This measurement is than fed back to Engine Control Unit (ECU) in 

order to maintain A/F ratio of next engine combustion cycle at stoichiometric value. 

HEGO sensor is also known as a lambda sensor or simply as an oxygen sensor.   

Key points and issues of the TWCs can be summarized as follows:  

• First generation TWCs used Pt-Rh as catalyst substances at ratios of around 5:1. 

The logic behind this usage was the formulation given provided the best conversion 

efficiency of HC, CO and NOx and also the best cost, in other words the minimum 

cost to the automotive manufacturers. [9] Pt and Rh can only be found together in 

nature; however their mine ratio is around fifteen parts Pt to one part Rh. As 

catalytic converter usage in automotive industry grew up, automotive manufacturers 

became the biggest consumer of available Rh source in the world and also the 

consumer of 33% of available Pt. This high consumption leaded to the shortfall 

problem of Rh which finally resulted in extreme costs for Rh which was around 

seventeen times higher than gold per troy ounce in early 1990s. As a result, search 

for new catalyst materials and for new loading combinations speeded up along with 

involvement of Pd. [9]  

• Pd only TWCs are technically successful in terms of emissions conversion 

efficiency as they have better thermal aging capabilities and relatively lower light-off 
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temperatures. They also had cost advantage over Pt-Rh loaded TWCs. On the other 

hand, they are prone to tighter λ-window control and susceptible to deactivating 

elements in gasoline exhaust gas such as sulphur and lead. Pd only TWC usage is 

getting more common as two important parameters that determine their efficiency, λ-

window control and lead, sulphur contamination in gasoline fuel gets under strict 

control by today’s technology.  

• Pd-Rh type loadings can be preferable to Pt-Rh type from cost perspective. Small 

amounts of Pd have detrimental effect on Rh; therefore two metals are separated 

from each other using dual layers. Rh needs to be placed in upper layer due to its 

high NOx conversion efficiency. Equation 2.8 on page 14 shows the chemical 

reaction takes place in lower layer and Equation 2.1 indicates the reaction that takes 

place in upper layer. [9] 

• The formulations that contain all three catalyst precious metals are called tri-metal 

TWCs. They have not been commercialized as it is not proven yet that they exhibit 

better performance compared to Pd-Rh or Pt-Rh type bi-metal catalysts.  

• In a standard TWC, it is also possible to use two substrates in same shell. This 

kind of design strategy provides the opportunity to use different type of precious 

metal combinations on each substrate. Usage of two subsequent substrates is 

named as dual bed systems. Dual bed system prevents the interaction between 

three precious metals as they can be coated on different subsequent substrates. 

Nevertheless this can also bring a disadvantage since the first substrate defines the 

feed gas of the following substrate. The best emission conversion efficiency is 

achieved when Pt-Rh was followed by Pd. On the other hand, such kind of loading 

combinations are mostly application dependent. In other words, the combination is 

determined according to feed gas composition, calibration, etc. which are specific to 

given gasoline engine. Figure 2.15 on next page shows a dual bed system TWC. 

Reduction chemical reactions in which NOx is converted takes place in substrate A 

and oxidation reactions in which HC and CO is oxidized take place in substrate B.  
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Figure 2.15. A TWC with Dual Bed System 

2.3 Catalytic Converter Flow Distribution 

The emissions conversion performance of a catalytic converter depends on many 

factors such as light-off time, precious metal loading and combination, washcoat 

type, cell density, etc. There is another parameter in catalytic converter emissions 

conversion efficiency which can also be described as an essential characteristic: 

Catalytic converter flow distribution. Catalytic converter flow distribution over the 

substrate should be uniform. If exhaust gas flow is distributed uniformly, chemical 

reactions in which pollutants are converted into less harmful substances take place 

in higher surface area of the substrate. [1] In other words, emissions conversion 

occurs in larger surface area which directly means higher emissions conversion 

efficiency. 

The inlet cone geometry and design of a catalytic converter is the key parameter 

which determines how uniformly exhaust gas flow is distributed over the substrate. 

Consequently, it would not be wrong to claim that inlet cone design designates how 

efficiently the catalytic converter is used. In other words, inlet cone geometry defines 

the emissions conversion performance of the given catalytic converter. 

Additional to effect of inlet cone design on emissions conversion efficiency, it is also 

one of the important parameters that determine durability of the catalytic converter 

internals such as substrate and support mat. [4] Uniform flow over substrate face 

achieved by optimum inlet cone design lowers the peak velocities and temperature 

gradients on the substrate face which promises higher durability and protection 

against failure modes such as substrate or support mat erosion. Figure 2.16 shows 

a substrate which suffered from non-uniform exhaust gas flow over its face resulted 

in erosion.  
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Figure 2.16. Substrate Erosion Caused by Non-Uniform Flow 

It is also possible to use less catalytic converter volume or less precious metal 

loading and still achieve the same emissions conversion efficiency if exhaust gas 

flow is made uniform by inlet cone design which means that inlet cone design has a 

direct effect on entire catalytic converter cost. [2] 

Non-uniform exhaust gas flow caused by incorrect inlet cone design also causes 

high pressure drop along the catalytic converter which can also be counted as one 

of the root causes of the high exhaust system backpressure that is definitely not 

beneficial for vehicle performance and fuel economy. Figure 2.17 below shows the 

effect of uniform exhaust gas flow on pressure drop which is given as Delta P.  

 

Figure 2.17. Effect of Exhaust Gas Flow Uniformity on Pressure Drop 

Inlet cone is also the parameter that determines light-off period and aging of the 

catalytic converter which can be explained as catalyst emission conversion durability 
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by time or mileage. Non-uniform exhaust gas flow leads to faster aging of the 

catalytic converter along with longer light off time. [5] 

Advantages of uniform exhaust gas flow achieved by optimizing the catalytic 

converter inlet cone design can be summarized as: 

• Available substrate volume is maximized for higher chemical reactivity 

• High concentrated and localized flows are reduced 

• Lower pressure drop therefore backpressure is achieved 

• Excessive temperature gradients that can cause substrate erosion or even melt 

are prevented 

• Correct thermal characterization is achieved 

• Quicker light-off and slower aging are maintained 

There are many ways of measuring and optimizing the catalytic converter flow 

distribution. Commonly used methods in automotive industry are Laser Doppler 

Velocimetry (LDV), Hot Wire Anemometry (HWA) and Pitot tubes. Disadvantage of 

all these methods is they mostly require physical prototypes in order to conduct the 

measurement which brings along the timing and cost constraints.  

Using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) in order to predict the catalytic 

converter flow distribution, which is also known as CFD, is relatively cheap and 

practical method to develop and optimize inlet cone designs of today’s catalytic 

converters. This thesis also discusses optimization of the inlet cone design of a CCC 

utilizing from CFD method.  

Fundamentals of CFD method for catalytic converter flow distribution prediction are 

explained in details in next section. 

The importance of CFD prediction in gas flow uniformity optimization is also 

investigated in other literatures. Tancell and Campbell investigated the emissions 

conversion performance of a CCC which had poor gas flow distribution predicted by 

CFD analysis.  

The CCC in this study is used on a 1.6L gasoline engine and the inlet cone 

geometry of the CCC is given on Figure 2.18 on next page.  
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Figure 2.18. Inlet Cone Geometry of the CCC Used in Study of Tancell and 
Campbell [6] 

Using the given inlet cone geometry above, the CFD prediction of this CCC is done 

using STAR-CD CFD code by Tancell and Campbell. Results of gas flow distribution 

for each port are as seen on figure below. 

 

Figure 2.19. CFD Plot of the CCC Used in Study of Tancell and Campbell [6] 

1  2 3 4 
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Dark colored areas indicate exhaust gas flow velocity is very low which means these 

areas of the brick are not being utilized. Light colored areas indicate the locations 

where exhaust gas velocities are relatively higher. Bottom line is CFD plot of Port 1 

clearly indicates the gas flow distribution is very poor. This type of non-uniform flow 

distribution can lead to emissions breakthrough due to local higher gas velocities. [6] 

Tancell and Campbell conducted local emissions measurement in order to prove out 

non-uniform gas flow causes emissions breakthrough. Rear face of the substrate 

was instrumented with fast NOx analyzers as seen on Figure 2.20 below. 

 

Figure 2.20. Fast NOx Analyzer Locations on the Rear Face of the Substrate [6] 

Analyzer probes are positioned immediately downstream of substrate rear face. The 

probe positions are set to measure emissions at areas of interest as predicted from 

the CFD analysis. Figure 2.20 is orientated in the same way as the CFD analysis 

plot on Figure 2.19 which means Probe #1 should pick up gas dominantly from 

Cylinder #1 and Probe #2 should pick up gas dominantly from Cylinder #2 and #3. 

[6] The results of post substrate local NOx measurements are given on figure below.  

 

Figure 2.21. NOx Emissions at Probe Locations [6] 
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The results show different levels of breakthrough at the two probe locations. Probe 

#2 measures zero NOx breakthroughs during a portion of Extra Urban Drive Cycle 

(EUDC) whereas Probe #1 shows very high levels of NOx. The observation made 

from Figure 2.21 is consistent with poor mixing of gas from Cylinder #1. [6] In other 

words, emissions from the areas of the substrate that are not being utilized are very 

high compared to areas where exhaust gas flow is more uniform.  

The study of Tancell and Campbell emphasize the importance of CFD prediction in 

gas flow distribution. The study also underlines how much inlet cone geometry 

design is important in emissions conversion efficiency. The CCC with poor inlet cone 

geometry suffers from high emissions results as proved out by the study. 

2.4 Fundamentals of CFD Method for Catalytic Converter Flow Uniformity 

Prediction  

As explained in previous section, optimization of catalytic converter flow distribution 

by LDV or HWA are the experimental methods and extremely time and money 

consuming. A lot of prototypes have to be manufactured and tested. Geometry of 

these prototypes has to be very precise since the flow is extremely sensitive to 

geometric inaccuracies. Sheet steel prototypes require expensive tools and accurate 

manufacturing skills. The rapid prototypes from stereo-lithographic manufacture of 

plastic models provide precise experimental results in catalytic converter flow 

distribution investigations, however time and model costs required are relatively 

high. [3]  

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a theoretical investigation method which 

uses mathematical modeling of multi-dimensional flow processes. CFD is a method 

that is widely used in automotive industry, particularly in external flows such as 

calculation and optimization of aerodynamic drag of automobiles. In recent years, 

CFD is also used to optimize flow uniformity of catalytic converters since it provides 

accurate results and relatively cheap compared to other experimental methods such 

as LDV or HWA which requires physical prototypes. 

There are many commercial CFD softwares available in the market; widely known 

ones are FLUENT, STAR-CD, FIDAP, etc. CFD software used in optimization of the 

catalytic converter inlet cone of this thesis is STAR-CD, therefore equations and 

explanations that are given focus on how STAR-CD calculates catalytic converter 
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flow uniformity. Main parameters used in catalytic converter flow uniformity are given 

in following sub-sections. 

2.4.1 Gamma Value 

Gamma value is an industry standard index which integrates the velocity distribution 

profile over a section plane halfway between the front and rear end of the substrate. 

[13] It varies from 0 to 1. Gamma value of 0 indicates fully non-uniform flow 

concentrated on single point and 1 indicates fully uniform flow. Gamma value can be 

given as:  
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       (2.9) 

where 
i

U  is the gas flow velocity at cell “i”; U  is the mean gas flow velocity of the 

cross section; 
tot

A  is the total number of cells; 
i

A  is the flow area of cell “i” and “i” is 

one of the “n” cells.  

2.4.2 High Speed Area 

High speed area is the percentage of cross sectional area of the substrate which 

has gas flow speed of 65% of the maximum flow velocity for the substrate taken at 

section plane halfway between front and rear end of the substrate. [13] Figure 2.22 

on next page shows the high speed areas on a CFD flow plot.  
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Figure 2.22. CFD Flow Plot of a Catalytic Converter 

2.4.3 Low Speed Area 

Low speed area is the percentage of cross sectional area of the substrate which has 

gas flow speed of 35% of the maximum flow velocity for the substrate taken at 

section plane halfway between front and rear end of the substrate. [13] Figure 2.22 

above shows low speed areas of the flow in a catalytic converter.  

2.4.4 Velocity Ratio 

Velocity ratio is the peak velocity divided by area-weighted average velocity taken at 

section plane halfway between front and rear end of the substrate. [13] 

2.4.5 Velocity Index (VI) 

Velocity index is the maximum velocity location in the normalized coordinate system 

varying from -1 to 1 where X-axis represents the major and Y-axis represents the 

minor axis. Center location defines the zero point. As far as acceptance criteria used 

in this thesis concerned, X and Y coordinates are combined to give a result which is 

the length from center to maximum velocity location divided by the length of a line 

from center through the maximum out as far as the edge of the substrate. [13] 
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2.4.6 Maximum Velocity  

It is the value of the maximum velocity that is through the substrate taken at section 

plane halfway between front and rear end of the substrate. [13] It is generally given 

in meters per second. (m/s)  

2.4.7 Minimum Velocity  

It is the value of the minimum velocity that is through the substrate taken at section 

plane halfway between front and rear end of the substrate. [13] As in maximum 

velocity, minimum velocity is also given in m/s.  

2.4.8 Maximum Space Velocity  

Maximum space velocity is a specific manufacturer metric which is the maximum 

gas flow velocity in the substrate and converted into the peak localized space 

velocity:  

Maximum Space Velocity max3600. .
gas

atmos

V

L

ρ

ρ
=     (2.10) 

where 
gas
ρ  is the gas density in kg/m3; 

atmos
ρ  is the gas density at 25°C and at 

101.325kPa; 
max

V  is the maximum gas velocity in m/s and L is the substrate length 

in meters. Maximum space velocity is found in hr-1 from Equation 2.10 above.  

2.4.9 Pressure Drop  

Pressure drop is the pressure difference between two selected planes of the 

catalytic converter. It is used to understand pressure variation at different locations 

of the catalytic converter. Pressure drop of a catalytic converter is very important as 

it feeds into total exhaust system backpressure which finally determines vehicle 

power and performance characteristics; therefore pressure drop of the catalytic 

converters also needs to be optimized. Figure 2.19 shows different pressure drop 

values calculated by STAR-CD at certain locations of the given catalytic converter.  
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Figure 2.23. Pressure Drop Details of a CCC 

2.4.10 Porosity Model 

Porosity parameters are derived from pressure equations as follows: 

in out channel
P P P−∆ =∆ +∆        (2.11) 
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where L  is the length of the substrate in m; OFA  is the open frontal area in 

percentage; 
h

d  is the hydraulic diameter in m; u  is the flow velocity in the channel; 
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f  is the correction factor to compensate coating thickness; K  is the constant which 

depends on shape of the channel. Channels can be square, round and sinuate; K is 

79, 64 and 60 respectively.  

STAR-CD treats the substrate as a porous medium and pressure drop equation 

across the substrate is explained as follows: 

( . ).
P

V V
L

α β
∆
=− +         (2.14) 

where V  is the velocity over the whole substrate section and:  

0.5Aα=          (2.15) 

.Bβ µ=          (2.16) 

where ρ  is the gas density and µ  is the viscosity. If the velocity in Equation 2.14 is 

written as the velocity in the channel: 

u
V

OFA
=          (2.17) 

Equation 2.14 is then expressed as: 
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If Equation 2.18 is combined with Equation 2.12 and Equation 2.13, the result is: 
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and finally: 
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0.73 (1.05 )f OFA= +        (2.21) 
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A  is the inertial resistance factor and B  is the permeability. In STAR-CD; A , B  

and f  are introduced to the model using user subroutine named “poros1.f”. CFD 

code FLUENT uses A  and B  without any conversion. 

2.4.11 Annular Velocity 

Annular velocity is the ratio of the maximum annular velocity along the rim of a layer 

of fluid cells located in front of the substrate to the average axial velocity on the 

same section. [13]  

If the sectional geometry of the substrate is not circular, the annular velocity of the 

each cell is then given as:  

Annular Velocity Ratio max
W

W
=       (2.22) 

in a local coordinate system that is based on the topology of that individual cell. In 

Equation 2.22, 
max

W  is the maximum angular velocity and W  is the average axial 

flow velocity.  

 

Figure 2.24. Annular Velocity Plot of an Oval Substrate 

2.4.12 Physical Properties of Some Substrates 

Physical properties of different substrates manufactured by various suppliers are 

given in Table 2.1 on next page; those physical properties are fed into STAR-CD 
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during catalytic converter flow uniformity prediction as part of the boundary 

conditions.  

Table 2.1. Physical Properties of Substrates 

Generic 

Substrate 

(CPSI/mil) 

Supplier 

Wall 

Thickness 

(mm) 

Cell 

Spacing 

(mm) 

Bulk 

Density 

(g/cm
3
) 

Material 

Porosity

(%)  

Geometric 

Surface 

Area 

(cm
2
/cm

3
) 

Hydraulic 

Diameter 

(mm) 

Open 

Frontal 

Area 

(%) 

400/6 

(Square) 

NGK 0.17 1.27 0.43 35 27.3 1.10 75 

400/4 

(Square) 

NGK 0.11 1.27 0.29 35 28.8 1.16 83.4 

600/4 

(Square) 

NGK 0.11 1.04 0.35 35 34.4 0.93 79 

1200/2 

(Square) 

NGK 0.06 0.73 0.28 35 50.3 0.67 84.2 

400/6 

(Hexagonal) 

NGK 0.17 1.36 0.40 35 25.8 1.20 77 

600/4 

(Hexagonal) 

NGK 0.11 1.36 0.33 35 32.4 1.00 81 

400/6 

(Square) 

Corning 0.17 1.27 0.41 35 27.4 1.09 76 

400/4 

(Square) 

Corning 0.11 1.27 0.28 35 28.7 1.17 83 

600/4 

(Square) 

Corning 0.11 1.04 0.33 35 34.5 0.93 80 

400/6 

(Square) 

Denso 0.15 1.27 0.38 35 27 1.12 75 

400/4 

(Square) 

Denso 0.10 1.27 0.28 35 29 1.17 85 

400/6 

(Hexagonal) 

Denso 0.15 1.36 0.36 25 26 1.21 79 

 

The cell structures of substrates are generally given in CPSI/mil in automotive 

industry. The wall thickness unit is mil and a round number. The wall thickness given 

in Table 2.1 above is in mm and one mil equals to 0.0254mm, therefore actual 

thickness in mil will be: 
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Wall Thickness (mil) = Wall Thickness (mm) / 0.0254   (2.23) 

For example, wall thickness of NGK 1200/2 is 0.06mm and exact wall thickness is in 

mil found as 2.36 from Equation 2.23.  

The wall thicknesses given in Table 2.1 do not include coating thickness and 

correction factor f  given in Equation 2.21 can be applied to substrates either with 

square or with hexagonal cells.  

2.5 Basic Fluid Dynamics Equations Solved by STAR-CD 

STAR-CD utilizes basic mass and momentum conservation equations, which are 

also known as Navier-Stokes equations, for both compressible and incompressible 

fluid flows in Cartesian tensor notation. In this section, basic fluid dynamics 

conservation equations and turbulence models are briefly summarized.   

2.5.1 Conservation of Mass 

If continuity equation is written in Cartesian coordinates for a given control volume 

such as on Figure 2.25 below: 

( ) ( ) ( )
0

u v w

t x y z

ρ ρ ρρ ∂ ∂ ∂∂
+ + + =

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
      (2.24) 

where ρ  is density; t  is time; x, y, z are coordinates and u, v, w are corresponding 

fluid components respectively.  

 

Figure 2.25. Conservation of Mass 

Equation 2.24 is then written in vectored form ( , , )V u v w
�

:  

Mass In 

Remaining 

Mass 

Mass Out 
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( ) 0
d

div V
dt

ρ
ρ+ =
�

         (2.25) 

2.5.2 Conservation of Momentum 

Conservation of momentum for a Newtonian fluid in .j  direction is explained as in 

Equation 2.26 below:  

( ) ( ) j

j i j j j

i i i j

u P
u u u B V

t x x x x
ρ ρ µ

 ∂∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ + = − + +  ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ 
     (2.26) 

where µ  is viscosity; P  is pressure; jB  is the mass force effective on unit volume in 

.j  direction and jV  is the viscous terms on the right hand side of the equation apart 

from first term. 

2.5.3 General Differential Equation for Energy and Species Conservation

General differential equation is given below:  

( ) ( )i

i i i

u S
t x x x

φ
ρφ ρ φ

 ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂  + = Γ +  ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ 
      (2.27) 

In Equation 2.27, φ  is the general dependent variable term which is generally 

expressed as φ  = φ  (x, y, z, t). Γ  Is the general diffusion coefficient and S  is the 

source term. General differential equation involves four terms which are time 

dependent term, convection term, diffusion term and source term respectively.  

( ) ( ) ( )div u div grad S
t

φρφ ρ φ φ
∂

+ = Γ +
∂

      (2.28) 

Equations given above apply to flows which are laminar. However flow is generally 

turbulent as in the flow inside the catalytic converter, therefore turbulence models 

and equations are required.  

2.5.4 Turbulence Models and Equations 

There is variety of turbulence models in literatures. These may be subdivided as 

shown on Figure 2.26 on next page.  
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Figure 2.26. Turbulence Models 

It is generally accepted that all existing turbulence models are inexact 

representations of the physical phenomena of the turbulence. The degree of 

approximation in a given turbulence model depends on the nature of the flow on 

which the model is applied. Therefore, determining the turbulence model for a given 

flow unfortunately must be based mainly on experience. Given this fact, based on 

experience of the manufacturer, high Reynolds number form of standard k-ε 

turbulence model is applied during CFD analysis of catalytic converters, which are 

given in next chapters, although STAR-CD tool is capable to apply all turbulence 

models given above. As standard k-ε turbulence model is chosen amongst other 

models for CFD analysis of CCC, only this model is briefly summarized in next 

section.  

2.5.5 k-ε Turbulence Model 

This model is semi-experimental method based on turbulence energy k and its 

dissipation rate ε. Turbulence energy k and dissipation rate ε are obtained from 

transport equations given below.  

( ) ( ) t
i k b M k

i j k j

k
k ku G G Y S

t x x x

µ
ρ ρ µ ρε

σ

  ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ + = + + + − − +   ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂   
   (2.29) 

( ) ( ) ( )
2

1 3 2
t

i k b

i j j

u C G C G C S
t x x x k k

ε ε ε ε

ε

µ ε ε ε
ρε ρε µ ρ

σ

  ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ + = + + + − +   ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂   
 (2.30) 
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Equation 2.29 is the turbulence kinetic energy (k) equation and Equation 2.30 is the 

turbulence dissipation rate (ε) equation. In these equations, kG  represents turbulent 

generation by flow gradients and bG  represents the turbulent generation by 

buoyancy forces. MY  is the attenuation due to compressibility effects. ,kS S
ε
 define 

the source terms. 1 2 3, ,C C Cε ε ε  are the coefficients and ,k ε
σ σ  are the turbulent Prandtl 

numbers.  

Turbulent viscosity tµ  is derived from Equation 2.31 given below.  

2

t

k
C
µ

µ ρ
ε

=           (2.31) 

Cµ  is an empirical coefficient and usually taken as a constant.  

The coefficients used in k-ε turbulence model are 1 1.44C
ε
= , 2 1.92C

ε
= , 

0.09Cµ = , 1.0kσ =  and 1.3
ε
σ = . The given coefficients are the most appropriate 

numbers obtained from experimental studies conducted with water and air flows.  
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3. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

The problem is to design a CCC type DOC of a commercial vehicle which is 

expected to be EuroIV emissions legislations compliant. The DOC must meet 

catalytic converter flow uniformity acceptance criterions set by the major 

manufacturers. The flow uniformity is expected to be optimized by applying various 

inlet cone design iterations which will be evaluated by using CFD code STAR-CD.  

3.1 Boundary Conditions of CCC and Inlet Cone Design 

The DOC that is under development is planned to be used on a high pressure 

common-rail diesel engine which has 1.8L engine swept volume. Figure 3.1 below 

shows the vehicle parts that are in close proximity with CCC. As seen in the figure, 

CCC will be placed between turbocharger outlet flange and exhaust muffler inlet 

flange.  

Figure 3.1. Vehicle Parts in Close Promixity with CCC 

Turbocharger Outlet Flange

Turbocharger Studs

Steering Gear LHD Steering Gear RHD 

Half-Shaft 

Muffler Inlet Flange 
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The CCC; therefore substrate needs to be positioned and designed in a way that 

adequate clearances must also be met to surrounding components such as half-

shafts, steering gears, etc. besides meeting targeted gas flow uniformity. Otherwise 

there is a high risk of overheating of adjacent vehicle components which means 

either decrease in performance of those components or permanent damage to those 

components that may result in unfunctionality. CCC is mounted to turbocharger 

outlet flange using three studs; therefore inlet cone design also needs to provide 

sufficient clearances and access to the electric or air powered nut runners (nut fixing 

tools) which will be used to bolt up the CCC from underneath to the turbocharger 

outlet flange.  

The volume of the substrate that will be used in the CCC must have at least 90% of 

engine swept volume which is 1.62L in order to provide high emissions conversion 

efficiency regardless from precious metal loading and combination. The volume of 

the catalytic converter is particularly effective on HC emissions conversion efficiency 

as seen on Figure 3.2 below.  

 

Figure 3.2. Effect of Catalytic Converter Volume on Emissions [14] 
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The emissions tests are done using three different catalytic converters on a 

Japanese passenger car that has 2.0L engine swept volume. As clearly seen from 

Figure 3.3 below, each emissions component decreases as the catalytic converter 

volume increases; this is why the volume target of 90% of engine swept volume is 

set to CCC.  

 

Figure 3.3. Catalytic Converter Volume Effect on Emissions [14] 

Based on this CCC volume target, one of the following substrates needs to be used 

to achieve uniform gas flow uniformity: 

• Substrate 1: 144mm diameter and 108mm length resulting in 1.75L volume 

• Substrate 2: 132mm diameter and 124mm length resulting in 1.7L volume 

The substrate dimensions given above are carried over from other carlines that are 

in the manufacturer’s trustmark in order to commonize as much as possible parts 

across carlines and consequently reduce the piece costs of the parts by increasing 

their annual volume.  
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3.2 CCC Flow Uniformity Acceptance Criterions 

The inlet cone design will be accepted as successful if only acceptance criterions 

applied in major automotive manufacturers given in Table 3.1 are achieved.  

Table 3.1. Catalytic Converter CFD Acceptance Criterions 

Catalytic Converter Type CCC Underfloor 

Gamma Value Individual Runner ≥ 0.90 Individual Runner ≥ 0.94 

Velocity Index* Individual Runner ≤ 0.70 Individual Runner ≤ 0.70 

*If Gamma Value ≥ 0.94, Velocity Index is not required for acceptance 

Besides the two main targets explained above, based on the manufacturer’s 

experience, it is also highly desired that criterions given in Table 3.2 below are also 

met although they are not must.  

Table 3.2. Recommended CFD Criterions 

Attribute Recommended Value 

Velocity Ratio ≤ 1.70 

Low Speed Area (%) ≥ 90 

High Speed Area (%) ≥ 40 

Maximum Velocity (m/s) ≤ 100 

Annular Velocity Ratio (%) ≤ 100 

Figure 3.4 on next page explains the targeted velocity index in a more detailed 

manner. If the substrate radius is taken as 1 regardless from the unit, peak velocity 

location must be within the boundaries of the smaller circle which has radius of 0.7. 

In other words, the ratio of peak velocity location distance from substrate center to 

substrate radius must be equal or smaller than 0.70 as given in Table 3.1. As 

explained in previous sections, the rationale behind this target is to protect substrate 

edges from erosion. The erosion which occurs on edges results in exhaust gas to 

pass over support material which eventually causes burnt and loss of support 

material and therefore loss of entire substrate as it starts to move in the shell that is 

not desired at all.  
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Figure 3.4. Velocity Index Target 

Figure 3.4 above is a CFD result plot of a CCC obtained from STAR-CD CFD code. 

As seen on the plot, peak velocity area, which has light green color, is not within the 

dashed circle. It can also be seen from left hand bottom corner of the plot indicated 

by a small ellipse that VI is 0.85 which also indicates target is not met. Nevertheless 

the peak velocity value is very low; therefore it is not expected high VI would cause 

erosion in this particular case.  

In case VI target is not met further experimental testing must be conducted to prove 

out high VI is not a risk for CCC internals erosion.   

 

00,,77  

11  
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4. SOLUTION METHODS, PROPOSALS AND RESULTS 

In this section, different inlet cone design iterations, which are proposed to reach 

targeted acceptance criterions, are given in details.  

4.1  Inlet Cone Design Proposal 1 

Inlet cone design Proposal 1 is built on the Substrate 1 which has 144mm diameter 

and 108mm height resulting in 1.75L volume. The first inlet cone design proposal is 

made on the Substrate 1 as it has higher volume compared to Substrate 2 which 

has 132mm diameter and 124mm height resulting in 1.7L volume. As explained in 

previous chapter, larger CCC volume is beneficial for emissions conversion 

efficiency. Figure 4.1 below shows the inlet cone design Proposal 1. The aim is to 

give a half-S shape to the casting in order to distribute the gas uniformly over the 

substrate to achieve higher utilization, namely higher Gamma Value.   

 

Figure 4.1. Inlet Cone Design Proposal 1 
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Although this thesis discusses the development of the inlet cone to optimize flow 

uniformity, it is necessary to state that Substrate 1 is positioned in a way that it also 

has optimum clearances to surrounding components in order to protect adjacent 

components from radiated heat of the CCC. Given this tight package, inlet cone 

Proposal 1 is designed in a way that gas flow would dissipate over the substrate 

uniformly. 

The inlet cone Proposal 1 is created in 3D modeler I-DEAS. Volume mesh 

generation is done in PROSTAR which is a STAR-CD sub-software. Pre-processing 

is done in PROSTAR and solver used is STAR-CD. Finally post-processing is again 

done by using STAR-CD.  

STAR-CD setup for inlet cone Proposal 1 CFD analysis is as in Table 4.1 given 

below.  

Table 4.1. STAR-CD Setup for Inlet Cone Proposal 1 

Parameter Setup 

CCC Inlet Gas Mass Flow 366kg/h (at 3000rpm) 

CCC Inlet Gas Temperature 600°C 

Swirl No 

Constant Pressure at Exit 10kPa 

Flow Properties 3D, Steady State, Turbulent 

Fluid Properties Ideal Gas, Compressible 

Turbulence Model  The High Reynolds Number 

Standard k-ε Model 

Turbulence Energy (k) and 

Characteristic Length (l)  

k=0.05 and l=0.002 

Porous Medium Coefficients α=2.73 and β=1599.12 

Fluid Boundaries No Slip Wall, Adiabatic 

Porous Material Boundaries Slip Wall, Adiabatic 

Mesh Type and Number Hexahedral, 204656 

Vertex Number 215121 

Porous Material Cell Surface 21mm
2
 (average) 

u, v, w UD 

Turbulence UD 

Differencing 

Scheme 

Temperature UD 
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Explanation of Table 4.1 is as follows:  

• The inlet mass flow is taken 366kg/h at 3000rpm under full load. This flow rate is a 

number obtained by an experimental measurement conducted by calibration 

development team of the manufacturer. The measurement is taken from an engine 

dynamometer at the beginning of the vehicle development program. In case the flow 

rate is not available at the time of CCC gas flow uniformity development, the flow 

rate should be obtained either from another carline of the manufacturer which uses 

the same engine with similar power and torque output or from predecessor of the 

same carline with best estimation. The flow rate should be specified as close as 

possible to the real data since Gamma Value and VI are very sensitive to gas inlet 

mass flow. The reason why flow rate at 3000rpm is taken is, based on the 

manufacturer’s experience; 3000rpm is the point where turbocharged diesel engines 

of the manufacturer have the worst exhaust gas emissions in their speed range. In 

other words, optimizing the CCC flow uniformity at 3000rpm means that optimization 

is performed using worst case scenario assumptions. Occasionally, CFD analysis is 

done at 4000rpm which generally corresponds to maximum power speed, however 

this is generally performed to understand pressure drop of the CCC at high engine 

speeds.  

• Although it seems like a generic number, the inlet gas temperature is taken as 

600°C for the same reason given for mass flow rate above.  

• The fluid is assumed to be air at 600°C and absolute pressure.  

• Compressible flow option is used so that density is calculated as a function of 

solved temperature and pressure.  

• For numerical stability, pressure type boundary is used for outflow region and 

therefore constant pressure at exit is set to 10kPa since it is also in relation with 

backpressure of the entire exhaust system which means it is an anticipated value for 

the exhaust system in which CCC is located. It can also be obtained from engine 

dynamometer measurements which provide a precise number.  

• No swirl is applied since there is no wastegate on the turbocharger which has 

variable turbine geometry.  

• Porous medium coefficients α and β are the numbers calculated from equations 

given in Porosity Model section numbered 2.4.10.  
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• The High Reynolds Number Standard k-ε Model is used since this model provides 

robust and consistent results. Besides, limitations of the model are well-known. 

Furthermore, CFD analysis is based on approximation and one of major error 

source is the assumptions used in modeling phase. Using more sophisticated 

turbulence model would produce different flow behavior and it is not guaranteed that 

analysis with different turbulence model would give better results.   

• Turbulence Energy (k) and Characteristic Length (l) are calculated from The High 

Reynolds Number Standard k-ε Model in STAR-CD which is also available in open 

literatures.  

• Although it is more time consuming, hexahedral mesh type is used in order to have 

CFD results as close as possible to real measurement. In case tetrahedral mesh 

type usage where there is analysis time constraints, mesh number should be around 

twice of hexahedral mesh number in order to have similar results.  

• Differencing scheme, in other words spatial discretization, is set to Upwind 

Differencing (UD) since cell type of the mesh is hexahedral.  

• Porous material boundaries are set to slip wall, which means there is no shear, in 

order to retain laminar flow through out the substrate.  

• The other parameters are set to given values in the Table 4.1 since they are taken 

from catalytic converter CFD procedures of the major automotive manufacturers 

which are prepared based on the years of experience and based on correlation 

studies which are conducted to compare the results obtained from CFD analysis 

with results obtained from experimental techniques such as LDV or HWA.  

Figure 4.2 on next page shows the CFD model of inlet cone Proposal 1 modeled in 

STAR-CD. The content of the CFD model is turbo exducer outlet, inlet cone itself, 

substrate and catalyst outlet cone geometry.  
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Figure 4.2. STAR-CD CFD Model of Inlet Cone Design Proposal 1 

Applying the setup in Table 4.1 given before, CFD analysis of inlet cone Proposal 1 

is conducted using STAR-CD till default convergence number of 0.0001 is achieved.  

Results of STAR-CD CFD analysis of inlet cone Proposal 1 are as in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2. Results Table of CFD Analysis of Inlet Cone Proposal 1 

Attribute Result Target 

Gamma Value 0.67 ≥ 90 

Velocity Index 1 ≤ 0.70 

Velocity Ratio 3.5 ≤ 1.70 

Low Speed Area (%) 36 ≥ 90 

High Speed Area (%) 4.9 ≥ 40 

Maximum Velocity (m/s) 47.5 ≤ 100 

Minimum Velocity (m/s) 0.1 - 

Annular Velocity Ratio (%) 20 ≤ 100 

Maximum Space Velocity (hr
-1

) 615103 - 

Pressure Drop (kPa) 8.8 - 
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As clearly seen from Table 4.2, main targets, which are Gamma Value and VI, are 

not met with inlet cone Proposal 1.  

CFD result plot of inlet cone Proposal 1 is shown on Figure 4.3 below.  

 

Figure 4.3. CFD Plot of Inlet Cone Proposal 1 

Assessment of inlet cone Proposal 1 CFD results is: 

• VI result of inlet cone Proposal 1 equals to 1 which indicates high velocity gas flow 

is concentrated on the substrate edges. This is also clearly seen from Figure 4.3 

above. The scale on the right hand side of the plot is the non-dimensional velocity 

which is divided by average velocity value that is 13.5m/s.  

• Peak velocities are focused on the substrate edges as indicated by red color on 

the CFD plot above. This indicates there is a high risk of substrate and mat erosion 

which jeopardize useful and durable life of the CCC internals.  

• Gamma Value of 0.67 indicates that most of the substrate is not being utilized as 

shown by dark blue color on the CFD plot of inlet cone Proposal 1 above. In other 

words, gas flow is highly non-uniform which would probably result in poor emissions 

conversion efficiency of the CCC.  
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• The maximum gas flow velocity is around 200m/s inside the inlet cone Proposal 1 

as seen on the CFD plots below.  

 

Figure 4.4. Velocity Distribution Inside The Inlet Cone Proposal 1 (Section 1) 

 

Figure 4.5. Velocity Distribution Inside The Inlet Cone Proposal 1 (Section 2) 
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Figure 4.6. Velocity Distribution Inside The Inlet Cone Proposal 1 (Section 3) 

 

Figure 4.7. Velocity Distribution Inside The Inlet Cone Proposal 1 (Section 4) 

• Pressure drop, which is another very important criterion for inlet cone 

development, is 8.8kPa. This pressure drop value is considered as too high for such 

a CCC. If pressure drop of a CCC is too high, overall exhaust system backpressure 
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results in a high number which is highly undesired as high backpressure is not 

beneficial for performance and fuel consumption aspects of the vehicle.  

• Based on the comments, inlet cone Proposal 1 is considered as not acceptable 

and cannot be used for the given CCC. The necessity of designing a new inlet cone 

proposal is obvious.  

4.2 Inlet Cone Design Proposal 2  

 Inlet cone design Proposal 2 is again built on the Substrate 1 which has 144mm 

diameter and 108mm height resulting in 1.75L volume.  

The geometry of the inlet cone Proposal 2 is as shown on Figure 4.8 below.  

 

Figure 4.8. Inlet Cone Design Proposal 2 

Substrate position is kept same with inlet cone Proposal 1 as it has the optimum 

clearances to surrounding components. Keeping the same substrate position, U 

shape is given to inlet cone Proposal 2 in order to have lower gas flow velocities on 

the substrate. Designing the casting inlet cone in a U shape, aim is to lower the gas 

flow velocity before it reaches to substrate and not to give flow directly to the 

substrate surface in order to prevent high temperature and velocity gradients on the 

substrate. The goal by U shaped design is also distribute the gas flow on substrate 
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face evenly in order to have uniform exhaust gas flow. The details of the geometry 

of the inlet cone Proposal 2 is given later in this section. 

The inlet cone Proposal 2 is again created in 3D modeler I-DEAS. Volume mesh 

generation is done in PROSTAR, pre-processing is also done in PROSTAR and 

solver used is STAR-CD. Finally post-processing is again done by using STAR-CD.  

STAR-CD setup for inlet cone Proposal 2 CFD analysis is as in the Table 4.3 given 

below.  

Table 4.3. STAR-CD Setup for Inlet Cone Proposal 2 

Parameter Setup 

CCC Inlet Gas Mass Flow 366kg/h (at 3000rpm) 

CCC Inlet Gas Temperature 600°C 

Swirl No 

Constant Pressure at Exit 10kPa 

Flow Properties 3D, Steady State, Turbulent 

Fluid Properties Ideal Gas, Compressible 

Turbulence Model  The High Reynolds Number 

Standard k-ε Model 

Turbulence Energy (k) and 

Characteristic Length (l)  

k=0.05 and l=0.002 

Porous Medium Coefficients α=2.73 and β=1599.12 

Fluid Boundaries No Slip Wall, Adiabatic 

Porous Material Boundaries Slip Wall, Adiabatic 

Mesh Type and Number Hexahedral, 167055 

Vertex Number 177120 

Porous Material Cell Surface 21mm
2
 (average) 

u, v, w UD 

Turbulence UD 

Differencing 

Scheme 

Temperature UD 

 

The STAR-CD setup is identical to inlet cone Proposal 1 apart from mesh cell and 

vertex number. The reason for this is obviously the different inlet cone geometry. 

The rationale behind the setup for inlet cone Proposal 2 is exactly same with inlet 
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cone Proposal 1 which is given in section 4.1, therefore is not explained again in this 

section.  

Figure 4.9 on below shows the CFD model of inlet cone Proposal 2 modeled in 

STAR-CD. The content of the CFD model is turbo exducer outlet, inlet cone itself, 

substrate and catalyst outlet cone geometry.  

 

Figure 4.9. STAR-CD CFD Model of Inlet Cone Proposal 2 

Applying the setup in Table 4.3, CFD analysis of inlet cone Proposal 2 is conducted 

using STAR-CD till default convergence number of 0.0001 is achieved.  

Results of STAR-CD CFD analysis of inlet cone Proposal 2 are as in Table 4.4. 

Table 4.4. Results Table of CFD Analysis of Inlet Cone Proposal 2 

Attribute Result Target 

Gamma Value 0.76 ≥ 90 

Velocity Index 1 ≤ 0.70 

Velocity Ratio 1.94 ≤ 1.70 

Low Speed Area (%) 67 ≥ 90 

High Speed Area (%) 40 ≥ 40 

Maximum Velocity (m/s) 26.3 ≤ 100 

Minimum Velocity (m/s) 0.6 - 

Annular Velocity Ratio (%) 17 ≤ 100 

Maximum Space Velocity (hr
-1

) 339199 - 

Pressure Drop (kPa) 8.9 - 
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As clearly seen from Table 4.4, Gamma Value and VI targets are still not met with 

inlet cone Proposal 2.  

CFD result plot of inlet cone Proposal 2 is shown on Figure 4.10 below.  

 

Figure 4.10. CFD Plot of Inlet Cone Proposal 2 

Assessment of inlet cone Proposal 2 CFD results is: 

• VI result of inlet cone Proposal 2 equals to 1 which indicates high velocity gas flow 

is concentrated on the substrate edge which is also clearly seen from Figure 4.10 

above.  

• Although peak velocity is reduced to 26.3m/s compared to inlet cone Proposal 1 

which has peak velocity of 47.5m/s, peak velocity is still focused on the substrate 

edge as indicated by red color on the CFD plot above. This indicates there is still a 

high risk of substrate and mat erosion; in other words destruction of the CCC 

internals.  

• Even though Gamma Value is increased to 0.76 by inlet cone Proposal 2, there is 

still a part of the substrate which is not being utilized as shown by dark blue color on 

the CFD plot of inlet cone Proposal 2 above. In other words, gas flow is still highly 

non-uniform which is not desired at all.  
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• Although the peak velocity on the substrate is lower compared to inlet cone 

Proposal 1, the maximum gas flow velocity is above 200m/s inside the inlet cone 

Proposal 2 as seen on the sectional CFD plots below.  

 

Figure 4.11. Velocity Distribution Inside The Inlet Cone Proposal 2 (Section 1) 

 

Figure 4.12. Velocity Distribution Inside The Inlet Cone Proposal 2 (Section 2) 
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Figure 4.13. Velocity Distribution Inside The Inlet Cone Proposal 2 (Section 3) 

 

Figure 4.14. Velocity Distribution Inside The Inlet Cone Proposal 2 (Section 4) 

• Pressure drop of 8.9kPa is still very high and it is similar to inlet cone Proposal 1 

which has 8.8kPa. This high pressure drop value is caused by the inlet cone that 

has a U turn where flow is highly turbulent.  
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• Based on the comments, inlet cone Proposal 2 is not acceptable either and cannot 

be used for the given CCC. The necessity of a new inlet cone proposal is inevitable 

in order to reach CFD flow uniformity targets.  

4.3 Inlet Cone Design Proposal 3  

Inlet cone design proposals 1 and 2 are not able to meet CFD acceptance criterions 

using Substrate 1 which has 144mm diameter and 108mm height resulting in 1.75L 

volume. The main reason for that is Substrate 1 has to be positioned close to 

turbocharger outlet flange in order to have adequate clearances to surrounding 

components, particularly to steering system components that are hydraulic powered 

which makes them weak against the radiated heat of the CCC.  

Consequently, the usage of Substrate 2, that has 132mm diameter and 124mm 

height resulting in 1.7L volume, in order to design a new inlet cone proposal, which 

is named inlet cone Proposal 3 as seen on Figure 4.15 below, is quite necessary.  

 

Figure 4.15. Inlet Cone Design Proposal 3 

The close location of Substrate 1 to turbocharger outlet flange causes inlet cone to 

have short mixing lengths and does not allow exhaust gas flow to settle down before 

Engine Block 

Inlet Cone Proposal 2 

LHD Steering 

Gear Heat Shield RHD Steering 

Gear Heat Shield 

Substrate 1 

Turbocharger Outlet Flange 
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it reaches to substrate surface. As the distance from turbocharger outlet to substrate 

inlet is relatively short, inlet cone design can not be optimized to make the exhaust 

gas flow uniform over the surface of Substrate 1.  Inlet cone design Proposal 3 uses 

Substrate 2 which can be located far away from turbocharger outlet compared to 

Substrate 1 since it has a smaller diameter that makes it possible to position 

between LHD and RHD steering gear racks as seen on Figure 4.15 on previous 

page.  The position and angle of the Substrate 2 is again optimized relative to 

steering gear components. The location is optimized under static and dynamic 

conditions. What meant by dynamic conditions is engine rock. As the CCC is 

mounted to turbocharger, it rocks as the engine rocks which pushes the designer to 

consider dynamic movement whilst designing the substrate position relative to 

adjacent components.  

The inlet cone Proposal 3 is created in 3D modeler I-DEAS. Volume mesh 

generation and pre-processing are done in PROSTAR, and solver used is STAR-

CD. Finally post-processing is again done by STAR-CD.  

STAR-CD setup for inlet cone Proposal 3 CFD analysis is as in Table 4.5 given on 

next page.  
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Table 4.5. STAR-CD Setup for Inlet Cone Proposal 3 

Parameter Setup 

CCC Inlet Gas Mass Flow 366kg/h (at 3000rpm) 

CCC Inlet Gas Temperature 600°C 

Swirl No 

Constant Pressure at Exit 10kPa 

Flow Properties 3D, Steady State, Turbulent 

Fluid Properties Ideal Gas, Compressible 

Turbulence Model  The High Reynolds Number 

Standard k-ε Model 

Turbulence Energy (k) and 

Characteristic Length (l)  

k=0.05 and l=0.002 

Porous Medium Coefficients α=2.26 and β=1537.68 

Fluid Boundaries No Slip Wall, Adiabatic 

Porous Material Boundaries Slip Wall, Adiabatic 

Mesh Type and Number Hexahedral, 162666 

Vertex Number 170688 

Porous Material Cell Surface 10.6mm
2
 (average) 

u, v, w UD 

Turbulence UD 

Differencing 

Scheme 

Temperature UD 

 

The STAR-CD setup is similar to previous inlet cone proposals apart from mesh cell 

and vertex number which are different due to different inlet cone geometry. 

Additionally, porous medium coefficients which are calculated by using equations 

given in section numbered 2.4.10. The logic behind the other setups for inlet cone 

Proposal 3 is exactly same with previous inlet cone proposals which is given in 

section 4.1; therefore is not given in this section again.  

CFD model of inlet cone Proposal 3 modeled in STAR-CD and is given on Figure 

4.16 on next page. The content of the CFD model is kept same and it consists of 

turbo exducer outlet, inlet cone itself, substrate and catalyst outlet cone geometry.  
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Figure 4.16. STAR-CD CFD Model of Inlet Cone Proposal 3 

Partial mesh view of inlet cone Proposal 3 is also given as PROSTAR screen output 

below. 

 

Figure 4.17. Partial View of Inlet Cone Proposal 3 Volume Mesh 
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Applying the setup in Table 4.5 given previously, CFD analysis of inlet cone 

Proposal 3 is done using STAR-CD till default convergence number of 0.0001 is 

met.  

Results of STAR-CD CFD analysis of inlet cone Proposal 3 are as in Table 4.6 

below. 

Table 4.6. Results Table of CFD Analysis of Inlet Cone Proposal 3 

Attribute Result Target 

Gamma Value 0.91 ≥ 90 

Velocity Index 0.93 ≤ 0.70 

Velocity Ratio 1.8 ≤ 1.70 

Low Speed Area (%) 100 ≥ 90 

High Speed Area (%) 22 ≥ 40 

Maximum Velocity (m/s) 28.8 ≤ 100 

Minimum Velocity (m/s) 10.55 - 

Annular Velocity Ratio (%) 16 ≤ 100 

Maximum Space Velocity (hr
-1

) 327802 - 

Pressure Drop (kPa) 5.2 - 

 

As seen from Table 4.6, although VI target is not achieved, Gamma Value target is 

met with inlet cone Proposal 3.  

CFD result plot of inlet cone Proposal 3 is given on Figure 4.18 on next page.  
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Figure 4.18. CFD Plot of Inlet Cone Proposal 3 

Evaluation of inlet cone Proposal 3 CFD results is: 

• VI result of inlet cone Proposal 3 is 0.93 and reduced significantly compared to 

previous two inlet cone proposals although it is still off target. Nevertheless high 

velocity gas flow is still concentrated on the substrate edge which is also clearly 

seen from Figure 4.18 above.  

• Peak velocity on the substrate section is 28.8m/s; this can be perceived high 

compared to inlet cone Proposal 2; however peak velocity is not concentrated on the 

substrate edge as indicated on the CFD plot on next page. It indicates risk of 

substrate and mat erosion is reduced compared to previous inlet cone proposals.  

• Gamma Value is drastically increased to 0.91 by inlet cone Proposal 3; there is 

now small part of the substrate which is not being utilized as shown by dark blue 

color on the CFD plot of inlet cone Proposal 3. In other words, gas flow is much 

more uniform compared to previous two proposals.  

• Increase on the Gamma Value is also reflected on the low speed area and 

minimum velocity values which also climbed up to 100% and 10.55m/s respectively. 

This indicates most of the substrate has the gas flow through. 
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• Although the peak velocity on the substrate is similar with inlet cone Proposal 2, 

the maximum gas flow velocity is below 200m/s inside the inlet cone Proposal 3 as 

seen on the sectional CFD plot below.  

 

Figure 4.19. Velocity Distribution Inside The Inlet Cone Proposal 3 (Section 1) 

• Pressure drop of 5.2kPa is an acceptable level in meeting vehicle program overall 

exhaust system backpressure targets. High pressure drop of inlet cone Proposal 2, 

which is 8.9kPa, is reduced dramatically since the U shaped inlet cone is removed 

as also seen from sectional CFD plot on next page.  
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Figure 4.20. Velocity Distribution Inside The Inlet Cone Proposal 3 (Section 2) 

• Based on these comments, inlet cone Proposal 3 can be considered as close to 

meet the CFD targets; however there is still a room to maneuver in improving the 

CFD results further. Inlet cone Proposal 3 proved out that usage of Substrate 2 is a 

must in order to reach desired CFD targets; therefore next inlet cone design 

proposals also need to be built on Substrate 2 capturing the lessons learned from 

inlet cone Proposal 3.  

4.4 Inlet Cone Design Proposal 4  

The CFD results of inlet cone Proposal 3 indicate that usage of Substrate 2, which 

has 132mm diameter and 124mm height resulting in 1.7L volume, is a correct 

choice to reach CFD acceptance criterions; therefore inlet cone design Proposal 4 is 

built on Substrate 2 aiming to improve the CFD results of inlet cone Proposal 3.  

Keeping the position of Substrate 2 as in inlet cone Proposal 3, an elbow shape is 

given to inlet cone Proposal 4 as seen on Figure 4.21 on next page. Aim is to lower 

down the exhaust gas flow velocity within the elbow shape and distribute the gas 

uniformly on the substrate surface by again help of the elbow shape. Lesson learned 

from previous proposals is exhaust gas flow needs a mixing length before it reaches 

to substrate. The goal with elbow shape of inlet cone Proposal 4 is that exhaust gas 
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flow hits the elbow and then dissipates uniformly over the substrate frontal face 

which helps to have higher Gamma Value. The biggest concern of inlet cone 

Proposal 4 is the pressure drop value which is expected to be high since gas flow 

would be very turbulent where the inlet cone Proposal has the elbow shape. The 

verification of this concern is obviously done by STAR-CD CFD analysis given later 

in this section.  

 

Figure 4.21. Inlet Cone Design Proposal 4 

The inlet cone Proposal 4 is created in 3D modeler I-DEAS. Both volume mesh 

generation and pre-processing are done in PROSTAR. Solver used is STAR-CD 

and finally post-processing is again done by STAR-CD.  

STAR-CD setup for inlet cone Proposal 4 CFD analysis is as seen in the table on 

next page. 
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Table 4.7. STAR-CD Setup for Inlet Cone Proposal 4 

Parameter Setup 

CCC Inlet Gas Mass Flow 366kg/h (at 3000rpm) 

CCC Inlet Gas Temperature 600°C 

Swirl No 

Constant Pressure at Exit 10kPa 

Flow Properties 3D, Steady State, Turbulent 

Fluid Properties Ideal Gas, Compressible 

Turbulence Model  The High Reynolds Number 

Standard k-ε Model 

Turbulence Energy (k) and 

Characteristic Length (l)  

k=0.05 and l=0.002 

Porous Medium Coefficients α=2.26 and β=1537.68 

Fluid Boundaries No Slip Wall, Adiabatic 

Porous Material Boundaries Slip Wall, Adiabatic 

Mesh Type and Number Hexahedral, 170412 

Vertex Number 178752 

Porous Material Cell Surface 10.6mm
2
 (average) 

u, v, w UD 

Turbulence UD 

Differencing 

Scheme 

Temperature UD 

 

The STAR-CD setup is identical to inlet cone Proposal 3 apart from mesh cell and 

vertex number which are different due to different inlet cone geometry. Additionally, 

porous material cell surface area is kept same with inlet cone Proposal 3 in order to 

increase consistency between Proposal 3 and 4. The logic behind the other 

parameter setups for inlet cone Proposal 4 is exactly same with previous inlet cone 

proposals; therefore is not detailed in this section again.  

CFD model of inlet cone Proposal 4 is modeled in STAR-CD and is given on Figure 

4.22 on next page. The content of the CFD model is turbo exducer outlet, inlet cone 

itself, substrate and catalyst outlet cone geometry. 
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Figure 4.22. STAR-CD CFD Model of Inlet Cone Proposal 4 

Applying the setup in Table 4.7 given on previous page, CFD analysis of inlet cone 

Proposal 4 is conducted by STAR-CD till default convergence number of 0.0001 is 

achieved.  

Results of STAR-CD CFD analysis of inlet cone Proposal 4 are as seen on following 

page on Table 4.8. 
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Table 4.8. Results Table of CFD Analysis of Inlet Cone Proposal 4 

Attribute Result Target 

Gamma Value 0.94 ≥ 90 

Velocity Index 0.89 ≤ 0.70 

Velocity Ratio 1.6 ≤ 1.70 

Low Speed Area (%) 100 ≥ 90 

High Speed Area (%) 31 ≥ 40 

Maximum Velocity (m/s) 25.5 ≤ 100 

Minimum Velocity (m/s) 8.4 - 

Annular Velocity Ratio (%) 15 ≤ 100 

Maximum Space Velocity (hr
-1

) 291647 - 

Pressure Drop (kPa) 8.5 - 

 

As obviously seen from Table 4.8, Gamma Value achieved by inlet cone Proposal 4 

is 0.94 where VI is not required for acceptance. The reason for that is; it is generally 

uncommon to see good flow distribution but off target, high VI values and is most of 

these cases, the high VI value is due to the fact that the local flow velocity is slightly 

higher than the other regions; however slightly higher velocity in some regions has 

very little or negligible effect on general flow behavior.   

CFD result plot of inlet cone Proposal 4 is given on Figure 4.23 on next page.  
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Figure 4.23. CFD Plot of Inlet Cone Proposal 4 

Assessments of inlet cone Proposal 4 CFD results are: 

• VI result of inlet cone Proposal 4 is 0.89. Although it is off target, it is not required 

for acceptance due to reason explained on previous page. High velocity on local 

regions of inlet cone Proposal 4 is given later in this section on sectional plots of the 

inlet cone.  

• Peak velocity on the substrate section is 25.5m/s and is reduced compared to inlet 

cone Proposal 3 which has peak velocity of 28.8m/s.  

• Gamma Value is increased to 0.94 by inlet cone Proposal 4. As clearly seen on 

CFD plot Figure 4.23, gas flow is now very uniform.  

• Increase on the Gamma Value is also reflected on the low speed area which is 

100% and nearly 100% of the substrate cells have the gas flow inside. 

• Although the peak velocity on the substrate is reduced compared to inlet cone 

Proposal 3, the maximum gas flow velocity is around 200m/s inside the inlet cone 

Proposal 4 where it has the elbow shape as seen on the sectional CFD plots on next 

page.  
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Figure 4.24. Velocity Distribution Inside The Inlet Cone Proposal 4 (Section 1) 

• As expected, pressure drop results in 8.5kPa which is not an acceptable level. This 

high number is caused obviously by the elbow shaped inlet cone geometry of 

Proposal 4 which is given on Figure 4.25 on next page.  
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Figure 4.25. Velocity Distribution Inside The Inlet Cone Proposal 4 (Section 2) 

• Although inlet cone Proposal 4 has very good Gamma Value which indicates gas 

flow is very uniform, it has a high pressure drop value which is 8.5kPa that makes it 

unacceptable as an inlet cone proposal. Inlet cone Proposal 4 proved out that 

desired CFD targets can be met with using Substrate 2; however more effort should 

be made to reduce pressure drop keeping the same gas flow uniformity 

performance. The next inlet cone proposal needs to try to reach the compromise 

between the CFD targets and pressure drop. 

4.5 Inlet Cone Design Proposal 5  

Inlet cone design Proposal 5 uses Substrate 2, which has 132mm diameter and 

124mm height resulting in 1.7L volume, keeping its optimized vehicle installation 

position. Inlet cone Proposal 5 tries to reduce the high pressure drop of inlet cone 

Proposal 4 but keep same Gamma Value, in other words gas flow uniformity 

performance.   

Besides meeting CFD targets, another important challenge that inlet cone Proposal 

5 needs to overcome is the installation of the CCC to the turbocharger. CCC should 

be mounted to the turbocharger maximum within three minutes under serial 
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production conditions of the vehicle of which CCC is used on.  Having examined the 

inlet cone Proposal 4, vehicle assembly line engineers of the manufacturer asked for 

an improvement on the installation aspects of the inlet cone Proposal 4.  

 

Figure 4.26. Inlet Cone Design Proposal 5 

As per the quest, inlet cone Proposal 5 also has a dent on the casting as seen on 

the figure above which is implemented to allow tool access during installation of the 

CCC to the turbocharger. Minimum clearance from Stud 1 to inlet cone Proposal 5 

casting surface should be 20mm. This clearance is defined by the “crowfoot” type of 

nut fixing tool which is used to mount the CCC to the turbocharger.   

 

Figure 4.27. Crowfoot Type of Nut Fixing Tool 
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The thickness of the crowfoot tool defined by B on Figure 4.27 and is 15mm. 

Additional 5mm clearance is required considering part to part variation and crowfoot 

tool approach angle when the nut is hand-tightened; therefore total distance of 

20mm from Stud 1 to inlet cone Proposal 5 casting surface is required. Achieving 

20mm clearance is very critical since operator on the assembly line of the vehicle 

only has 3 minutes to fix all three nuts of CCC to turbocharger joint whilst assembly 

line speed is at minimum. Time required to fix all three nuts may even decrease 

depending on assembly line speed. Unfortunately, minimum crowfoot thickness of 

15mm can not be reduced since it is used to fix M8 nut size which requires 

assembly torque of 25Nm. If the crowfoot thickness is reduced below 15mm, there is 

a high risk of tool failure during CCC assembly which would cause manufacturing 

losses.  

As seen on Figure 4.26 on previous page, addition of the dent to casting of inlet 

cone Proposal 5 results in 20.8mm clearance from Stud 1 to casting surface which 

is above the required clearance of 20mm. Achieved clearance of 20.8mm also helps 

the removal of the CCC at service dealers of the manufacturer.  

Besides improved installation and removal aspects, inlet cone Proposal 5 also has a 

smoother elbow shape to reduce high pressure drop of inlet cone Proposal 4. The 

dent on the casting to help assembly line and service processes needs to be 

checked in order to understand whether or not it has an effect on CFD results; 

therefore the area of dent, where casting has a flat surface, also needs to be 

included in CFD model of inlet cone Proposal 5.  

The inlet cone Proposal 5 is created in 3D modeler I-DEAS. Both volume mesh 

generation and pre-processing are done in PROSTAR. Solver used is STAR-CD 

and finally post-processing is again done by STAR-CD.  

STAR-CD setup for inlet cone Proposal 5 CFD analysis is as given in the table on 

following page.  
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Table 4.9. STAR-CD Setup for Inlet Cone Proposal 5 

Parameter Setup 

CCC Inlet Gas Mass Flow 366kg/h (at 3000rpm) 

CCC Inlet Gas Temperature 600°C 

Swirl No 

Constant Pressure at Exit 10kPa 

Flow Properties 3D, Steady State, Turbulent 

Fluid Properties Ideal Gas, Compressible 

Turbulence Model  The High Reynolds Number 

Standard k-ε Model 

Turbulence Energy (k) and 

Characteristic Length (l)  

k=0.05 and l=0.002 

Porous Medium Coefficients α=2.26 and β=1537.68 

Fluid Boundaries No Slip Wall, Adiabatic 

Porous Material Boundaries Slip Wall, Adiabatic 

Mesh Type and Number Hexahedral, 151232 

Vertex Number 159320 

Porous Material Cell Surface 13mm
2
 (average) 

u, v, w UD 

Turbulence UD 

Differencing 

Scheme 

Temperature UD 

 

The STAR-CD setup aligns with inlet cone Proposal 4 apart from mesh cell and 

vertex number which are different due to different inlet cone geometry. The rationale 

behind the other parameter setups for inlet cone Proposal 5 is exactly same with 

previous inlet cone proposals; therefore is not given in this section again.  

CFD model of inlet cone Proposal 5 with a dent is modeled in STAR-CD and is 

given on Figure 4.28on subsequent page. The content of the CFD model is turbo 

exducer outlet, inlet cone with a dent, substrate and catalyst outlet cone geometry. 
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Figure 4.28. STAR-CD CFD Model of Inlet Cone Proposal 5 

Mesh model of inlet cone Proposal 5 is also given below. 

 

Figure 4.29. View of Inlet Cone Proposal 5 Volume Mesh 

Applying the setup in Table 4.9 given before, CFD analysis of inlet cone Proposal 5 

is conducted by STAR-CD till default convergence number of 0.0001 is met.  

Results of STAR-CD CFD analysis of inlet cone Proposal 5 are as seen on Table 

4.10. 
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Table 4.10. Results Table of CFD Analysis of Inlet Cone Proposal 5 

Attribute Result Target 

Gamma Value 0.92 ≥ 90 

Velocity Index 0.90 ≤ 0.70 

Velocity Ratio 1.81 ≤ 1.70 

Low Speed Area (%) 100 ≥ 90 

High Speed Area (%) 19 ≥ 40 

Maximum Velocity (m/s) 29 ≤ 100 

Minimum Velocity (m/s) 10 - 

Annular Velocity Ratio (%) 7.3 ≤ 100 

Maximum Space Velocity (hr
-1

) 328447 - 

Pressure Drop (kPa) 5.5 - 

 

As seen from Table 4.10, Gamma Value achieved by inlet cone Proposal 5 is 0.92 

and VI is 0.90 which is off target. Pressure drop is reduced significantly compared to 

inlet cone Proposal 4 which has 8.5kPa.  

CFD result plot of inlet cone Proposal 5 is given on Figure 4.30 below.  

 

Figure 4.30. CFD Plot of Inlet Cone Proposal 5 
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Assessments of inlet cone Proposal 5 CFD results are: 

• VI result of inlet cone Proposal 5 is 0.90. High velocity vectors on local regions of 

inlet cone Proposal 5 is given later on sectional velocity plots of the inlet cone.  

• Peak velocity on the substrate section is 29m/s and is higher compared to inlet 

cone Proposal 4 which has peak velocity of 25.5m/s. This is due to smoother elbow 

shape.  

• Gamma Value is 0.92. Although it is lower compared to inlet cone Proposal 5, as 

clearly seen on CFD plot Figure 4.30, gas flow is above the target and uniform 

which indicates it is acceptable from Gamma Value perspective.  

• Although the peak velocity on the substrate is higher compared to inlet cone 

Proposal 4, the gas flow velocity distribution inside the inlet cone is uniform apart 

from a single region on the first bend shown on Figure 4.31 below which has peak 

velocity above 200m/s. As explained before, local high velocities seen on very small 

areas would have negligible effect on overall flow behavior of entire inlet cone. The 

velocity distribution plots also indicate that if the inlet cone geometry has a sharp 

elbow shape as in inlet cone Proposal 4, peak velocity inside inlet cone geometry 

will be higher; however peak velocity on substrate section will be lower as velocity 

gradients are compensated within elbow shape of the inlet cone.  

 

Figure 4.31. Velocity Distribution Inside The Inlet Cone Proposal 5 
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• As expected, pressure drop reduced 5.5kPa as a result of smoother elbow shape 

which helped flow to be less turbulent. Static pressure distribution inside the inlet 

cone Proposal 5 is given below.  

 

Figure 4.32. Pressure Distribution Inside The Inlet Cone Proposal 5 

• Although inlet cone Proposal 5 has a poor VI, it has a very good compromise 

between Gamma Value and pressure drop. Gamma Value indicates gas flow is very 

uniform and it also has an acceptable pressure drop value which is 5.5kPa. Inlet 

cone Proposal 5 proved out that desired CFD targets can be met with using 

Substrate 2 and adding a dent on the casting, which is an assembly aid, does not 

have detrimental effect of CFD results.  Although desired CFD targets are met with 

inlet cone Proposal 5, additional inlet cone proposal is needed in order to improve 

assembly process of the inlet cone Proposal 5 further. 

4.6 Inlet Cone Design Proposal 6  

Inlet cone design Proposal 6 uses Substrate 2, which has 132mm diameter and 

124mm height resulting in 1.7L volume. Inlet cone Proposal 6 keeps internal design 

of the inlet cone Proposal 5 and adds another feature to casting in order to optimize 

CCC assembly and removal processes as a result of second request from vehicle 

assembly line engineering of the manufacturer. The goal is also to keep Gamma 

Value and pressure drop values same with inlet cone Proposal 5. The layout of inlet 

cone Proposal 6 is given on next page.  
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Figure 4.33. Inlet Cone Design Proposal 6 

The difference of inlet cone Proposal 6 from inlet cone Proposal 5 is given on Figure 

4.34 below.  

 

Figure 4.34. Inlet Cone Design Proposal 6  Underneath View 
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The rear surface of the inlet cone 5 is flattened and inlet cone Proposal 6 is 

obtained. Flattening on inlet cone Proposal 6 is done to allow access from 

underneath of the vehicle when it is lifted, particularly at services. This feature is 

especially requested by assembly line engineering of the manufacturer in order to 

speed up the assembly and removal process of the CCC.  

Figure 4.35 below shows the internal design difference between inlet cone Proposal 

5 and 6 caused by flattened casting surface. Green line on the figure indicates the 

inlet cone Proposal 6 and red line indicates inlet cone Proposal 5.  

The effect of this design modification on the casting of inlet cone Proposal 6 is 

investigated by STAR-CD CFD analysis. Expectation is that flattened rear casting 

surface would have nil or negligible effect on CFD results of inlet cone Proposal 5.  

 

Figure 4.35. Difference of Inlet Cone Design Proposal 5 and 6 

The inlet cone Proposal 6 is created in 3D modeler I-DEAS. Volume mesh 

generation and pre-processing are done in PROSTAR. Solver is STAR-CD and 

finally post-processing is done by STAR-CD as per previous proposals.  

STAR-CD setup for inlet cone Proposal 6 CFD analysis is as given in Table 4.11 on 

next page and very similar to inlet cone Proposal 5.  
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Table 4.11. STAR-CD Setup for Inlet Cone Proposal 6 

Parameter Setup 

CCC Inlet Gas Mass Flow 366kg/h (at 3000rpm) 

CCC Inlet Gas Temperature 600°C 

Swirl No 

Constant Pressure at Exit 10kPa 

Flow Properties 3D, Steady State, Turbulent 

Fluid Properties Ideal Gas, Compressible 

Turbulence Model  The High Reynolds Number 

Standard k-ε Model 

Turbulence Energy (k) and 

Characteristic Length (l)  

k=0.05 and l=0.002 

Porous Medium Coefficients α=2.26 and β=1537.68 

Fluid Boundaries No Slip Wall, Adiabatic 

Porous Material Boundaries Slip Wall, Adiabatic 

Mesh Type and Number Hexahedral, 150144 

Vertex Number 161600 

Porous Material Cell Surface 13mm
2
 (average) 

u, v, w UD 

Turbulence UD 

Differencing 

Scheme 

Temperature UD 

 

The STAR-CD setup is identical with inlet cone Proposal 5 apart from mesh cell and 

vertex number which are different due to flattened rear surface of inlet cone 

Proposal 6 geometry. The rationale behind the other parameter setups for inlet cone 

Proposal 6 is exactly same with previous inlet cone proposals; therefore is not 

explained in this section again. The porous cell surface area is kept same with inlet 

cone Proposal 5 in order to have consistent and robust results with inlet cone 

Proposal 5.  

CFD model of inlet cone Proposal 6 with a dent and flattened rear surface is 

modeled in STAR-CD and is given on next page. The content of the CFD model is 

turbo exducer outlet, inlet cone itself, substrate and catalyst outlet cone geometry. 
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Figure 4.36. STAR-CD CFD Model of Inlet Cone Proposal 6 

Mesh model of inlet cone Proposal 6 is also given below. 

 

Figure 4.37. View of Inlet Cone Proposal 6 Volume Mesh 
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Applying the setup in Table 4.11, CFD analysis of inlet cone Proposal 6 is done by 

STAR-CD till default convergence number of 0.0001 is achieved.  

Results of STAR-CD CFD analysis of inlet cone Proposal 6 are given on Table 4.12 

below. 

Table 4.12. Results Table of CFD Analysis of Inlet Cone Proposal 6 

Attribute Result Target 

Gamma Value 0.92 ≥ 90 

Velocity Index 0.90 ≤ 0.70 

Velocity Ratio 1.81 ≤ 1.70 

Low Speed Area (%) 100 ≥ 90 

High Speed Area (%) 19 ≥ 40 

Maximum Velocity (m/s) 29 ≤ 100 

Minimum Velocity (m/s) 10 - 

Annular Velocity Ratio (%) 7.3 ≤ 100 

Maximum Space Velocity (hr
-1

) 328319 - 

Pressure Drop (kPa) 5.5 - 

 

As seen from Table 4.12, CFD results of inlet cone Proposal 6 is same with inlet 

cone Proposal 5. Gamma Value achieved by inlet cone Proposal 6 is 0.92 and same 

with inlet cone Proposal 5. VI is also same and 0.90 which is off target as in inlet 

cone Proposal 5. Pressure drop is also not different from pressure drop of inlet cone 

Proposal 5.  

CFD result plot of inlet cone Proposal 6 is given on Figure 4.30 on following page.  
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Figure 4.38. CFD Plot of Inlet Cone Proposal 6 

Assessments of inlet cone Proposal 6 CFD results are: 

• VI result of inlet cone Proposal 6 is 0.90 and same with inlet cone Proposal 5.  

• Peak velocity on the substrate section is same with inlet cone Proposal 5 which 

has 29m/s; however peak velocity location is slightly different which is due to 

flattened rear surface of inlet cone Proposal 6.  

• Gamma Value is 0.92 and gas flow is as uniform as inlet cone Proposal 5 which 

indicates it is acceptable from Gamma Value point of view.  

• The gas flow velocity distribution inside the inlet cone is uniform and same with 

inlet cone Proposal 5. This is clearly seen on Figure 4.39 on next page. 
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Figure 4.39. Velocity Distribution Inside The Inlet Cone Proposal 6 

• As expected, pressure drop is same with inlet cone Proposal 5 which proves out 

the flattened rear casting surface has no effect on pressure drop. Static pressure 

distribution inside the inlet cone Proposal 5 is given below.  

 

Figure 4.40. Pressure Distribution Inside The Inlet Cone Proposal 6 
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• It is proved out that inlet cone Proposal 6 has the same CFD results with inlet cone 

Proposal 5. Although inlet cone Proposal 6 has a poor VI, it has a very good 

compromise between Gamma Value, pressure drop and installation of the CCC. 

Inlet cone proposal 6 provides very uniform gas flow and it also has an acceptable 

pressure drop value which is 5.5kPa. Inlet cone Proposal 6 proved out that desired 

CFD targets can be met with using Substrate 2. Adding a dent and flattening the 

rear surface of inlet cone Proposal 6 do not have any degradation on CFD results.   

4.7 Inlet Cone Design Proposal – Decision  

The exhaust gas flow distribution of a CCC with 6 different inlet cone design 

proposals built on 2 different substrate sizes are predicted by CFD method using 

STAR-CD CFD code. Out of these predictions, inlet cone design Proposal 6 built on 

Substrate 2 provides the best results as summarized in following table.  

Table 4.13. CFD Summary Table of Inlet Cone Proposal 6 

Attribute Result Target 

Gamma Value 0.92 ≥ 90 

Velocity Index 0.90 ≤ 0.70 

Pressure Drop (kPa) 5.5 - 

 

Decision is that CFD values of inlet cone Proposal 6 can not be improved further 

and inlet cone Proposal 6 is considered as successful meeting the targeted CFD 

criterions based on the facts which are:  

• Inlet cone Proposal 6 provides satisfying Gamma Value which is 0.92. It is also 

supported by CFD plot that flow is distributed on the substrate surface uniformly 

which indicates unused areas of the substrate nearly do not exist; therefore 

expectation is CCC that uses inlet cone Proposal 6 would have high emissions 

conversion efficiency if it is supported by a good level of vehicle calibration.  

• Although inlet cone Proposal 6 can not meet VI target, decision is inlet cone 

Proposal can be used for prototyping phase since high velocity is not effective on 

substrate surface and compensated in the inlet cone Proposal 6 casting before it 

reaches to substrate frontal face; therefore it is unlikely to see any CCC internals 

erosion issue. Another factor is gas inlet temperature is around 600 °C which is 
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much lower compared to gasoline engines where high VI is perceived as a high risk. 

Although no erosion on the CCC internals is expected due to high VI of inlet cone 

Proposal 6, it is mandatory to do further experimental testing, using physical CCC 

prototypes that uses inlet cone Proposal 6, in order to prove out that high VI is not a 

risk on CCC internals durability. Details of the experimental testing which is an 

engine dynamometer test are given later in this chapter.   

• Another factor that plays an important role in accepting inlet cone Proposal 6 is 

that it has the best compromise between the pressure drop and other CFD targets 

which are Gamma Value and VI. This consensus is never reached by using other 

inlet cone proposals.  

• Besides reaching desired gas flow uniformity performance, inlet cone Proposal 6 

also has optimum dynamic and static clearances to surrounding components. In 

addition, inlet cone Proposal 6 also has the best tool access which is required for 

assembly and removal of the CCC.  

4.8 Inlet Cone Design Proposal Utopia 

In this section, another inlet cone design proposal is presented which has excellent 

CFD results, but can never be done due to implications explained later in this 

section. As this inlet cone proposal is never brought into reality, it is named as inlet 

cone Proposal Utopia.  

Inlet cone design Proposal Utopia is built on the Substrate 1 which has 144mm 

diameter and 108mm height resulting in 1.75L volume. The position of Substrate 1 is 

same with inlet cone Proposal 1. 

The biggest difference of inlet cone Proposal Utopia from other inlet cone proposals 

is that it has a vertical turbocharger outlet flange position relative to ground as seen 

on Figure 4.41 on next page. Inlet cone also has a “swan neck” type design which is 

deliberately made to reach high Gamma Value; in other words in order to reach 

optimum gas flow distribution uniformity over the substrate.  
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Figure 4.41. Inlet Cone Design Proposal Utopia 

The inlet cone Proposal Utopia is created in 3D modeler I-DEAS like the other 

proposals given so far. Volume mesh generation and pre-processing are done in 

PROSTAR. Solver is STAR-CD and finally post-processing is done by STAR-CD as 

per previous proposals.  

STAR-CD setup for inlet cone Proposal Utopia CFD analysis is as given in Table 

4.14 on the following page and it is very similar to inlet cone Proposal 1 since it also 

uses Substrate 1.  
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Table 4.14. STAR-CD Setup for Inlet Cone Proposal Utopia 

Parameter Setup 

CCC Inlet Gas Mass Flow 366kg/h (at 3000rpm) 

CCC Inlet Gas Temperature 600°C 

Swirl No 

Constant Pressure at Exit 10kPa 

Flow Properties 3D, Steady State, Turbulent 

Fluid Properties Ideal Gas, Compressible 

Turbulence Model  The High Reynolds Number 

Standard k-ε Model 

Turbulence Energy (k) and 

Characteristic Length (l)  

k=0.05 and l=0.002 

Porous Medium Coefficients α=2.73 and β=1599.12 

Fluid Boundaries No Slip Wall, Adiabatic 

Porous Material Boundaries Slip Wall, Adiabatic 

Mesh Type and Number Hexahedral, 196416 

Vertex Number 207359 

Porous Material Cell Surface 16.4mm
2
 (average) 

u, v, w UD 

Turbulence UD 

Differencing 

Scheme 

Temperature UD 

 

CFD model of inlet cone Proposal Utopia with a swan neck type design and vertical 

turbocharger outlet modeled in STAR-CD and is given on next page. The content of 

the CFD model is turbo exducer outlet, inlet cone itself, substrate and catalyst outlet 

cone geometry. 
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Figure 4.42. STAR-CD CFD Model of Inlet Cone Proposal Utopia 

Applying the setup in Table 4.14, CFD analysis of inlet cone Proposal Utopia is 

performed by STAR-CD till default convergence number of 0.0001 is achieved.  

Results of STAR-CD CFD analysis of inlet cone Proposal Utopia are as given in 

Table 4.15 below. 

Table 4.15. Results Table of CFD Analysis of Inlet Cone Proposal Utopia 

Attribute Result Target 

Gamma Value 0.97 ≥ 90 

Velocity Index 0.93 ≤ 0.70 

Velocity Ratio 1.21 ≤ 1.70 

Low Speed Area (%) 100 ≥ 90 

High Speed Area (%) 99.7 ≥ 40 

Maximum Velocity (m/s) 16.5 ≤ 100 

Minimum Velocity (m/s) 9.8 - 

Annular Velocity Ratio (%) 6 ≤ 100 

Maximum Space Velocity (hr
-1

) 212506 - 

Pressure Drop (kPa) 4.9 - 
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CFD result plot of inlet cone Proposal Utopia is given on Figure 4.43 below.  

 

Figure 4.43. CFD Plot of Inlet Cone Proposal Utopia 

Assessments of inlet cone Proposal Utopia CFD results are: 

• VI result of inlet cone Proposal Utopia is 0.93. Although it is off target, it is not 

required for acceptance since Gamma Value is 0.97 which indicates gas flow 

distribution is highly uniform. This is also clearly seen from CFD plot given above. 

• Increase on the Gamma Value is also reflected on the low speed and high speed 

areas which are 100% and 99.7% respectively.  

• The peak velocity on the substrate is reduced compared to other inlet cone 

proposals. On top of that, peak velocity inside the inlet cone is below 150m/s as 

seen on the sectional CFD plots.  
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Figure 4.44. Velocity Distribution Inside The Inlet Cone Proposal Utopia 
(Section 1) 

• Pressure drop results in 4.9kPa which is very low and highly desired. This low 

value is provided by the inlet cone that has swan neck type design given on next 

page on Figure 4.45. The exhaust gas flow now has sufficient mixing length to settle 

down before it reaches to substrate inlet surface.  
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Figure 4.45. Velocity Distribution Inside The Inlet Cone Proposal Utopia 
(Section 2) 

• Although inlet cone Proposal Utopia has very good CFD results and pressure drop 

value, it can never be done due to the fact that it requires a major modification on 

turbocharger outlet which is currently horizontal. Turbocharger outlet needs to be 

modified to be vertical relative to ground in order to apply inlet cone Proposal 

Utopia. Turbocharger outlet can not be modified to be vertical as this modification 

requires €300.000 tooling cost as quoted by the supplier of the turbocharger. The 

other reason why turbocharger outlet can not be altered is that same turbocharger is 

also used on other carlines of the manufacturer which makes any change very 

sophisticated. Consequently, it is obvious that usage of inlet cone Proposal 6 is 

inevitable since it provides the best CFD results ever compared to other inlet cone 

proposals except inlet cone Proposal Utopia.  

4.9 Engine Dynamometer Test for Inlet Cone Design Proposal 6 

As explained previously, an experimental testing, which is an engine dynamometer 

test, is mandatory to prove out that high VI of inlet cone Proposal 6 is not a risk for 
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CCC internals. The name of the testing that is conducted is High Speed 

Dynamometer (HSD) test which is performed with a production representative 

engine on which CCC with inlet cone design Proposal 6 is used. 

Although test procedure may vary from manufacturer to manufacturer, this kind of 

engine dynamometer tests are performed by major automotive manufacturers in 

order to prove out catalytic converters that they use is robust enough and there is no 

risk of catalytic converter internals erosion or destruction under high engine speeds 

where exhaust gas mass flow and exhaust gas temperatures are at the top limits of 

engine operating range.  

Production representative engine is installed to an engine dynamometer and 

exhaust system is mounted to engine as per the vehicle installation position. Test 

procedure is relatively simple and as follows: 

• Engine is run till normal running temperature is reached, this is generally the point 

where engine oil temperature is stabilized. 

• Once the engine oil temperature is stabilized, engine speed is increased to the 

point where it produces its maximum power. As explained before inlet cone 

Proposal 6 is the part of a CCC which is used on a 1.8L diesel engine. In this case, 

maximum power speed is 3800rpm and engine is run at 3800rpm for 160 minutes.  

• After running at maximum power speed for 160 minutes, engine speed is reduced 

to idle where it runs for 20 minutes. In this case, idle speed is 850rpm.  

• Running at maximum power speed for 160 minutes and then running at idle speed 

for 20 minutes correspond to one cycle and this cycle is repeated for 60 times which 

means engine runs for 180 hours in total.  

During High Speed Dynamometer test, engine is run at maximum power speed, 

which is 3800rpm for the CCC subject to this thesis, for 88.9% of the entire testing. 

HSD is a quite severe testing for a catalytic converter as the exhaust gas flow and 

temperature are at maximum for 88.9% of the testing. This extreme condition is very 

good way of verifying catalytic converter internals against erosion.  

If a CCC has a high VI, HSD test is conducted to confirm high VI is not a risk for 

CCC internals durability.  
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The CCC which is the subject of this thesis and which includes inlet cone Proposal 6 

is mounted to the engine dynamometer as shown on figure below.  

 

Figure 4.46. CCC Installation During HSD Test 

HSD test takes around 18 days to complete and costs around €8.000. Most of this 

cost is the fuel cost since the engine consumes too much fuel as it runs at high 

speed continuously. At the end of each cycle, test engine and test parts are checked 

against any failures. Two samples need to finish the testing without any failures in 

order to consider the test as successful.  

After completion of the HSD test, all exhaust system parts are cut-open, which is 

also known as post mortem analysis, in order to examine the parts against any 

evidence of failure. 

Inlet cone Proposal 6 which is the part of the CCC completes the HSD test 

successfully. No evidence of erosion is found during the post mortem of two CCC 

samples. Figures below show the inlet cone Proposal 6 and the CCC internals which 

pass the HSD test successfully.  

 

Figure 4.47. CCC Sample After HSD Test 
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Figure 4.48. CCC Sample After HSD Test (2) 

 

Figure 4.49. CCC Sample After HSD Test (3) 

Although inlet cone Proposal 6 has high VI, it is proved out by HSD test that high VI 

has no detrimental effect on durability of CCC internals such as substrate and mat. 

Thermocouple 

Inlet Cone Proposal 6  

Backpressure 

Measurement Adaptor 
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Figure 4.50 and Figure 4.51 show the CCC internals after HSD test. As clearly seen 

from photos, there is no erosion either on substrate or on mat.  

 

Figure 4.50. Substrate 2 After HSD Test 

 

Figure 4.51. Substrate 2 and Mat After HSD Test 

Gas Inlet Side 

Gas Outlet Side 
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Temperature measurements during HSD test are as seen below. 

 

Figure 4.52. Temperatures During HSD Test 

Skin temperatures are taken from various positions on the exhaust system. 

Backpressure measurement graph can not be given in the thesis since the graphs, 

on which backpressure data is shown, also include some specific information 

regarding the engine of the manufacturer; there can not be published here as per 

the request from manufacturer.  

To conclude, high VI of inlet cone Proposal 6 observed from STAR-CD CFD 

prediction does not cause any erosion on Substrate 2 and on mat.  

4.10 Emissions Test for Inlet Cone Proposal 6  

In this section, emissions test results of the CCC that uses inlet cone Proposal 6 are 

given as additional information.  

As explained in Chapter 3 before, the CCC is used on a vehicle equipped with a 

1.8L diesel engine. Since the decision is to use inlet cone Proposal 6 on the CCC, 

an emissions test is also conducted in order to understand whether or not inlet cone 

Proposal 6 supports the emissions conversion efficiency which is the expectation 

from CFD prediction as inlet cone Proposal 6 provides high Gamma Value and 

uniform gas flow over the substrate.  
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There are three power variants of the 1.8L diesel engine equipped vehicle and all 

three vehicles use the same CCC with inlet cone Proposal 6. The vehicle is 

expected to be EuroIV emissions compliant; therefore one of the power variants of 

the vehicle which has the CCC with inlet cone Proposal 6 is subjected to emissions 

test that is done as per ECE R83 drive cycle on chassis dynamometer. Results 

obtained from this test are given in table below.  

Table 4.16. ECE R83 Emissions Test Results of CCC  

 
HC CO NOx HC+NOx Particulates CO2 

Fuel 

Consumption 

Results 0.025 0.253 0.242 0.280 0.0167 166.6 6.1 (L/100km) 

Limits of 

EuroIV 

Car & 

LDT1 

- 0.455 0.25 0.30 0.021 - - 

 

Emissions results given above are average of three tests which are conducted as 

per ECE R83 procedures on a chassis dynamometer. The emissions test is 

conducted at the development stage of the vehicle; therefore they are not the legally 

homologated emissions results of the 1.8L vehicle. Although it is not required from 

legal perspective, CO2 emissions result is also given. Fuel consumption is provided 

too since it is also measured during ECE emissions test.  

The results prove out that the inlet cone Proposal 6 also supports emissions 

conversion efficiency of the CCC on which it is used. It is an indication that a CCC 

with high Gamma Value; in other words CCC with optimized gas flow distribution 

supports emissions results of the vehicle. Consequently, inlet cone optimization of 

the CCC from gas flow uniformity perspective is very critical for vehicle level 

emissions test results. Another point which needs to be underlined here is emissions 

results do not only depend on an inlet cone which is optimized from catalytic 

converter gas flow uniformity angle. A catalytic converter with good flow uniformity 

also needs to be supported with correct substrate washcoat, precious metal loading, 

vehicle calibration, etc.  
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5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

It is now recognized in automotive industry that amongst catalytic converter types, 

closed-coupled catalytic converter (CCC) is proven to be an effective way of 

reducing tailpipe emissions. In order to achieve highest CCC conversion efficiency, 

the exhaust gas flow across frontal area of CCC must be uniform. Nevertheless, as 

explained in previous chapters, CCC can suffer from non-uniform exhaust gas flow 

across its front face since it is located close to exhaust manifold which causes short 

mixing lengths that result in non-uniform exhaust gas flow; therefore inlet cone 

geometry of the CCC play a key role in gas flow uniformity. This theory is proven out 

by inlet cone Proposal 1 and 2 as they suffered from extremely non-uniform gas flow 

uniformity. Uniformity of exhaust gas flow is then increased step by step optimizing 

the inlet cone design of the CCC and finally inlet cone Proposal 6 is accepted as the 

inlet cone design of the CCC although it can not meet VI target. The most important 

factor taken into account in accepting inlet cone Proposal 6 is that it has the best 

compromise between the pressure drop, CFD targets and assembly tool 

accessibility which are never reached by using other inlet cone proposals. It is also 

proven out by Inlet cone Proposal Utopia that turbocharger outlet flange geometry 

also helps to design an inlet cone which delivers optimum exhaust gas flow 

uniformity results.  

CFD prediction of inlet cone Proposal 6 shows that gas flow velocities on substrate 

section are low although VI number was high. The expectation is high VI is not a risk 

for CCC internals durability as observed from CFD prediction. This is also confirmed 

by engine dynamometer test which can be considered as an evidence of correlation 

between CFD and experimental testing.  

It is also proven out that good flow distribution, achieved by optimized inlet cone by 

help of CFD prediction, also supports emissions conversion efficiency.  

In conclusion, inlet cone geometry has a significant effect on gas flow uniformity of a 

catalytic converter and CFD prediction method in order to optimize inlet cone 

geometry is very efficient and relatively quick way compared to other experimental 

flow uniformity optimization techniques.  
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